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INTRODUCTION

Africans can substantially improve their rural livelihoods in nearly all regions of

most countries. There are to be sure some ecologically stressed districts where prospects

are far more problematic. For most, however, the record of the last three decades is not

a function of the possible, but rather one of language, culture, institutions, and politics.

The current crisis is in fact a social construction by some for short-term gain at the

expense of others. What can be constructed can be deconstructed and reconstructed.

Indeed such a process is inevitable. For the rural poor in Africa the issue is to become

more effective actors in designing their own future, and in balancing long and short-term

needs in both local and national public policy. This paper proposes to show how such

goals can become both politically practical and attainable over time.

Any exercise in development policy prescription must first deal honestly with the

methods and language it would employ. The discourse applied by the "development"

industry - notably major agencies, governments, and their consultant -- is quite different

from that of either African villagers, indigenous academics or northern academics such as

the present author.1 The industry's language is one of abstract generic categories: the

LDC, the national economy, the state, the agricultural sector, the free market, and the

rural poor. The industry repeats the same kinds of policies and projects from one

country to the next, from one decade to the next. Defects grow, inequality does not

diminish, patriarchy continues, environments decline, the poor remain so, and projects

fail to meet their stated goals. But political control grows in rural areas, unequal

markets remain intact, and the whole process of "development" is depoliticized and

mystified.

In brief, the study begins with the limits of conventional "development" discourse

and the logic and growing awareness of participatory development as the alternative.

The introduction than crystallizes the many compelling needs for accelerating rural

development. Part I considers the history of poverty, surveys recent rural development

experiences and approaches, and presents the theory and political challenges of

participatory praxis. The subsequent three sections, the heart of the study, analyze the



obstacles and practical steps for people active in three institutional arenas: the state;

the intermediate institutions; and local, subvillage groups.

The best of academic discourse, especially that built on field work, begins with

cognitive respect for the unique aspects of each local and national context. Development

is seen as inherently political, a process of empowerment, democratization, sustainable
i

institution building, and environmental renewal as well as material gain. Both analysis

and prescriptions rest on interdisciplinary frameworks and language.

A new research method is coming to the fore. The positivist tradition, which has

long been used to assert a scientific foundation for Western social sciences like

neoclassical economics, has been fatally wounded.2 There can be no neutral way of

generating knowledge when each learner brings unique historical experience, values, and

vantage point to a process of creating "facts." Much of the better independent social

science now applies critical theory. In development practice this means the use of
•i

participatory research. The poor must engage in defining problems and designing their

own solutions,* in order to build the skill and will to implement them, they will be

unlikely to legitimize and thus implement a solution designed by strangers.

The overall prescriptive, model participatory development, has been built on more

than a dozen years of global debates and exciting small-scale experiments like the

Mondragon cooperative in Spain and the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh.3 Small UN

agencies like UNRISD and ILO, independent research institutes like the Dag

Hammarskjold Foundation and the Indian Social Institute, and scholars and practitioners

from all regions have participated, as the pages of IFDA Dossier bear witness. In Africa

the February 1990 Arusha conference illustrates a growing critical mass of actors

committed to the participatory model.

Not all actors or analyses fit neatly into such a tidy two-part typology. Some, for

example, explicitly seek to straddle the fence. Yet positing such a typology is essential in

order not to underestimate the political and communication problems involved in

building a critical mass for development policy and practice by and for the rural poor. In

brief, the "development" industry has most of the money and power but lacks the

legitimacy (and, in many cases, the desire) to facilitate development by and for the poor.



The poor and their allies in academe and elsewhere have or could build local legitimacy

but they lack power and resources. One purpose of this paper is to illustrate how to

rebalance power and legitimacy to produce developmental effectiveness.

The task begins here with expanding and crystallizing areas of possible political

consensus for authentic rural development. States, and agencies, regional elites and the

poor are not monoliths. Each has multiple needs and incentives; each has some

individuals and groups driven by short-term needs of power and money, and other

individuals and groups with a healthier balance between self and social motivations.

Development and political education must be geared to expanding the legitimacy of the

latter as the cornerstone of a healthy society. Such a society will become more possible

first by a process of raising critical consciousness and political sophistication about the

urgent need to accelerate rural development on a self-reliant and equitable basis.

Such a topic is currently a mundane and unpersuasive part of most conventional

"development" industry discourse. Resource, educational, and institutional constraints, it

is argued, mean that states and aid agencies can only proceed with a few projects in a

few regions at a time. The implicit message is that rural development is something

states do for people via projects so "lower your aspirations and wait your turn." Such an

analysis was always an unethical and politically inspired fiction. As the 1990s dawn, the

argument has also been overtaken by changing global aid priorities which will help

condition African states to be receptive to new political messages and development

education.

From an interdisciplinary and systems perspective the need for dramatic progress

in African rural development is a complex, compelling and yet politically saleable issue.

One does not have to argue with entrenched urban and rule interests on their terrain.

Change the terrain and change the meaning and potential of power. An effective

development education message, and the basis of new public policy would link five

themes: subsistence survival given demographic trends; ecological survival and

sustainability; financial sustainability, state and local; employment and its quality; and

cultural health.



Subsistence survival is not assured for many. Many African governments and

virtually all concerned in and out of the "development" industry acknowledge that

significant regions, districts, and classes are economically marginalized. Between 25 and

40 percent of African households in most societies cannot meet annual subsistence

needs. Given status quo policies, the situation will deteriorate. Recent UNDP statistics

indicate an average 3.1 percent per year population growth in the 1980s for all of Africa.

Kenya at 4.1 percent appears to have the highest average for 1980-1987 but six others,

others self-selected for particular focus in this study, averaged 3.5 percent or more.4 The

physical size of countries will not grow. Few have much more available arable land.

Average holdings cannot indefinitely diminish. Urban migration often contributes to

rather than lessens rural poverty by draining the best educated, most innovative from

marginal areas.

The political, social, and financial cost of failing to meet subsistence needs of the

rural poor are staggering. No society seems to have dared any real accounting. First

consider the total social costs of structural imbalance, of creating producers but not the

requisite mass market of consumers. Instead of following the 19th century Scandinavian

model, African states were led or induced to enter limited and inequitable foreign

markets.5 Samir Amin and others have chronicled how specific domestic sectors are thus

marginalized and economic stagnation entrenched.

A related second issue is the inefficiency built into misbalanced regional growth in

terms of additional transport costs and price fluctuations in highly imperfect markets.

Poverty taxes women especially harshly. Insecurity is the primary motive for the creation

of large families, and women pay heavy physical and psychological costs. Add finally the

social and economic drains of investment in children who don't get the pre- and post

natal care to reach age one (or five) and the long-term costs of lifetime care of the

disabled (river blindness, etc). In brief, if assisting the poor has costs, the costs of the

status quo are clearly much greater. A public inquiry to crystallize these comparative

costs would be helpful.

Environmental decline should be of more than local concern yet current and

future crises are usually mystified by food imports and technological promises. After



decades of investment, there are still not many hopeful signs of great and sustainable

productivity gains for farms on fragile dryland soils. It is reasonable to seek different

learning processes and consider the incentives of all involved. Peasants do not despoil

their commons or deplete soils by preference.

A recent report on environmental rehabilitation efforts in the northern highlands

of Ethiopia reveals both causes and solutions, providing a good educational tool.

Peasants who lack long-term security of landholding or land use are unlikely to rebuild a

healthy long-term contract with nature. Given real security and control, peasants have

both the skill and the willingness to invest in renewal with little or no outside aid.6

Redesigning peasant-state-market links will not be the whole solution to every ecological

crisis. Nature is predictably unpredictable, and some harsh climates are beyond our

current abilities to alter. Yet small participatory experiments provide a political

education curriculum and give reason to be hopeful.

A third issue which should bring urgency to addressing rural poverty is the

deepening financial crisis of the state. African states, like most others, have long been

unable to live within their means. Many look upon the rural needs of the poor as

unaffordable and potentially a political threat. Such conclusions are the social creations

of the self-interested, people who borrow at home and abroad, mortgaging the future of

children who have no voice. The financial plights of states vary, but all would benefit

from more prosperous citizens who paid taxes. A rich universe of small credit

experience worldwide illustrates specific conditions under which the rural poor can

mobilize their own savings and rapidly expand incomes.7 With a new form of state-

citizen dialogue and modest aid, regions, communities, and households could

create largely self-reliant development federations, prosperous enough to help rebuild

national financial health.

The spatial and structural evolution of employment in Africa provides a fourth

compelling argument for social planning and balanced rural growth. The current

solutions to unemployment in Africa as elsewhere, are far from satisfactory. Cities

cannot expand indefinitely via Darwinian struggle. The catchall concept of the informal

sector, much idealized in Washington policy discussions, hides significant inequalities and



the vulnerabilities of most households.8 Current reformist and remedial employment

programs reach a tiny percentage of the needy; resources and political will do not exist

to expand such programs to scale. Yet alternative programs like ORAP in Zimbabwe

indicate the practicality of inexpensive partipatory development of rural and agro-

industry and local mechanisms of social planning. Again it is a question of building

institutions and skills at the local and regional levels. Young school leavers with

idealism awakened could be particularly open to such a challenge.

There are also compelling cultural reasons for an alternative development policy

and the acceleration of development rather than growth and commodification. One is

the plight of women who produce most of the food yet remain disempowered by

markets, politics, and patriarchy. A second is the alienation inherent in labor under the

capitalist system. It is not Utopian to imagine recreating culture and institutions so that

work is not a survival necessity or means to satisfy material urges but rather an activity

of self-actualization and enjoyment. Africa's rural households will not prosper with the

cultural status quo. A recent report found "systematic bias" against small farmers. The

bias ripples out. "The son of the farmer goes to school not to become a better farmer,

but to escape from the farmer's world, which is considered a world of losers and

drudgery."9 One can see the importance of quality development education if a new rural

development policy is to be effective.

The discussion that follows will argue that, to overcome these five kinds of

dilemmas and constraints, African societies need to build far more decentralized and

democratic politics, economics, and culture. This strategy is termed participatory

development. Policies and projects are to be judged by tough standards, a combination

of growth, equity, institutional effectiveness, and sustainability. An introductory section

looks at the history of African rural poverty, recent rural development experiences and

approaches, and some key questions and issues the transformational policy must address.

The core of the paper then divides the task to address in turn the policy issues, the

obstacles and constraints, and the practical implementation steps at each of three

institutional levels: the state; the intermediate, service organization; and local, sub-



village level organizations. The conclusion looks at limits to participatory praxis, how

they are mitigated, and then synthesizes the overall strategic plan.

I. THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF RURAL POVERTY AND

RECENT RURAL DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCES

Some African rural households have always been poor in the sense of being

unable to meet basic needs. Other than that, there has been little agreement in modern

times about the nature, the causes, or the cures of poverty. In both public policy and

academe, partisans of specific disciplines or schools of thought have defined both the

problem of poverty and its cure in terms of what is most politically and culturally

comfortable. Economists locate and prescribe for market imperfections but ignore

patriarchy and most women's work. A better approach is to discern different types of

poverty resulting from different social processes and historical circumstances.

John Illiffe has provided the best recent guide.10 He isolates at least two kinds of

structural poverty and other forms of conjunctural poverty and shows how their

significance has evolved over time. One structural type appears common in all eras:

people have lacked labor power because of age or infirmity. Structural poverty from

land scarcity is a recent phenomenon in Africa, unlike Europe or Asia. In this century

landlessness has grown appreciably, especially in Southern Africa. In some regions

apartheid has staged the creation of extreme conditions; by the 1980s many other regions

and traditional production systems are facing resource crisis.

Conjunctural poverty is the temporary poverty created by war, pestilence, and

plague; political power excluded the poor from access to resources. The slave trade and

colonialism created much such poverty. In this century wars continue to impoverish, but

the major cause of poverty is the growth of concentrated political and economic power

and its use of culture and institutions to marginalize and stigmatize the poor.

Historically Africans in most societies did not look to local institutions or the state

to aid them in times of poverty or distress. Instead they looked to family, both nuclear

and extended, and to friends. The capacity and willingness of family to assist has varied

with culture, time, and location. In general terms the spread of market relations has
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stressed and broken such support networks. A classic study of the decline of patron

support among the Hausa of northern Nigeria shows how colonial taxation eroded

caliphate abilities to provide social security; when groundnut production and ecological

degradation cut into subsistence production, the stage was then set for periodic famines.11

Many forms of patronage and family ties endure in this age, with insufficient and

uneven impact on rural poverty reduction. The overall figures on African human

development do not compare favorably on a global or absolute level; the 1991 Human

Development Report, for example lists 33 African nations among the 44 in its lowest

category.12 Kenya, the location of the harambee movement, is one of these 33.

Harambee has been one of the largest development programs of the last generation

based on extended family responsibility. It does work to lever resources from the center

and keep politicians focussed on rural constituent needs. But it does not alter local

inequalities and has been corrupted in a number of villages.13 Worse it occupies

political space and energy in a reformist process that preempts effort and resources for

more substantial structural and cultural change.

In the post-colonial era most poor rural Africans have looked to their own efforts,

watched a series of officially inspired growth efforts come and go, and learned to

distinguish, as Adrian Adams found in Senegal between developpement de fonctionnaires

and development paysan.14 But official development, that sponsored by states and

agencies, has and continues to have a dominant role over both the definition of poverty

and the prescriptions and largescale resource flows that result. Thus this review must

also consider its intellectual foundation, the academic and political debate about the

cause and cures of poverty, a debate little connected to the diversity of poverty created

in either the tributary or capitalist eras or to the individual and kin efforts that continue

to this day.

The neatest synopsis of this huge debate appears in Alain de Janvry's major work

on Latin America.15 He identifies six schools of thought with partial analysis and

prescriptions. Neo-Malthusians show population growth to be outrunning production and

seek radical population control efforts and ways to create appropriate incentives for

smaller families. Technological determinists look at past successes in agricultural growth
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but see no correlation between such growth and rural stratification. Instead they seek to

reduce poverty by improving technical packages and their distribution. Monetarists

blame market imperfections that destroy the incentive to investor trade; their solutions

ignore private monopoly and seek to curb state power. Structuralists look at the way the

poor are excluded from the means of production; policy is typically reduced to land

reform. Some critics of overdevelopment point to overconsumption by elites, especially

food consumption by meat production in the North; culture change and redistributive

policies are suggested. Finally there are the liberal reformists who argue that poverty

comes from lack of access productive resources and good jobs. Job and nutrition

programs are proposed.

These six debates illustrate the lack of systems thinking built into twentieth

century social science, in contrast to thinking in the physical sciences for example. Thus

culture, gender, ecology institutions and, most of all, power are given, at best, partial

attention. The workings of a world-system and its agencies in the production and

expansion of rural inequality receive minor or minimal attention. In most samples of

national approaches and project types to be surveyed next, it is therefore not systems

thinking that is evident but one or more of the six arguments above.

It is conventional to consider two national models of rural development, the

capitalist and the socialist. There is, of course, no pure model, so we here reflect briefly

on a predominantly market-based example (Kenya), a mixed model (Zambia), and a

largely state-socialist (Tanzania). No African society in peacetime has been allowed or

able to pursue participatory development on a large scale for any significant time period;

a local example is included to help crystallize the theoretical debate and policy argument

to follow.

The East African state of Kenya has pursued an essentially market-oriented

model since its independence. Its population, now about 23 million, has managed

uneven agricultural growth by encouraging both large and smallscale production.

Frequent droughts and institutional insecurity have created uncertainty about both

market and the state. Producers of all sizes seek to reduce risks by diversification. The

net result is that agricultural and industrial growth has not been able to keep up with a



growing class of landless poor. This invites focus on the strategic elements of

agricultural policy.16

Surface rhetoric and much "development" industry discourse describes a

longstanding official policy of smallholder development as the path Kenya has followed

the last three decades. In practice that has meant an expansion of small farm market

output, continued support for large-scale production in many areas of policies and

services, and minimal, scale-insignificant assistance for the landless and near-landless.

In the 1960s some large farms were divided or Africanized and some left alone;

despite landlessness and much underutilized land, further land redistribution has

remained politically undiscussable. Land titling and consolidation proceeds as the major

smallholder program. In many cases the poor have used social ties and patronage to

maintain some access to land. Government programs have tried to expand area planted,

encouraged small farm production of several new cash crops, and disseminated new

hybrid maize. Smallholders have not benefitted comparatively on producer coffee prices,

input subsidies, currency devaluations, and parastatal investments. Indeed despite some

rises in the market price of maize, by the early 1980s small farmers were earning an

average of 40 percent of their income from off-farm pursuits.

This predominantly market-based strategy has thus fostered an institutionally

varied agricultural sector, emphasized production for market and intervened in many

areas of the market to assist. Aside from a few small programs, it has adopted a laissez-

faire attitude toward rural poverty, content to let domestic and foreign NfiOs pursue

myriad but small and fragmented poverty programs.

Zambia's post-colonial agricultural strategy has pursued a mixed model with a

comparatively larger state role in the 1960s and 1970s than since. A substantial ILO

report in 1980 found that half to two-thirds of rural households in Zambia have "incomes

that are so far below official wages that malnutrition and seasonal famine is a constant

fear and too frequent reality."17 Recent data on this society of eight million indicates

that for most of the 1980s overall agricultural growth of 4.1 percent barely stayed ahead

of population growth (3.7 percent).
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Zambia's rural poverty cannot be divorced from its long-term macroeconomic

crisis created by export-led growth and IFI prescription. All areas of rural infrastructure,

especially rural education have suffered. Here we consider just a few long-term

institutional political, and cultural issues. The government in the 1970s let many foreign

agencies adopt provinces and develop projects; recurrent costs become unsupportable.

Small and large commercial farmers remain organized through the one-party state

structure to insure that price policies, subsidies, the agriculture ministry and the

parastatals favored commercial over subsistence activities, and some provinces over

others.

Local problems for the poor extend beyond stratified local politics and fragile

soils to many cultural issues. The paternalism of the larger system disempowers by

defining development as something brought to villages and funded by outsiders. Women

play the major roles in most areas of agricultural and food production yet remain

excluded from most projects and not greatly empowered in most of the rest. The poor

are also weakened by chrome malnutrition, widespread marital instability, and

alcoholism.

The "development" industry supposes that the poor will ultimately be lured into

the market by seeing their neighbors participate and prosper. Perhaps new technology,

new crops, or regrouping on better lands will help. Some Zambians are, however,

pioneering the participatory alternative as several Oxfam projects^nter alia, show.18

Tanzania has long been the generic example of the predominantly socialist

approach to rural development in Africa. Given the volume and elegance of analytical

material thereon, the issues should be familiar.19 This very poor East African society of

about 25 million has followed several state directed rural strategies. In the early 1960s it

had some success with export growth including small-scale resettlement projects. Terms

of trade worsened, impelling a new initiative. In 1967 the state moved to take over

modern sectors and began a large scale effort to reorganize the rural world, an effort

termed ujamaa.

Ujamaa policy sought to move widely dispersed households, many engaged in

slash-and-burn agriculture, into new villages wherein new kinds of cooperative efforts

11



could create social infrastructure and government investments would be more cost

effective. Some villages responded effectively to moral suasion and were fortunate in

village siting and local politics. Others faced some political or bureaucratic coercion,

poorer ecological circumstances and factionalism. The drought of the early 1970s and

then the war with Uganda contributed to poor production in this decade. Further

reforms in the 1980s took place in an era of macroeconomic crisis but improved

agricultural growth. In 1987 the government chose to limit the number of primary

cooperative societies per village to one, with membership voluntary. Regional

cooperative unions continue to suffer political and economic woes.

This state-socialist undertaking has produced far less inequality than many

products of the other two models. Yet its record on productivity and institutional

effectiveness leaves much to be desired. The World Bank now records Tanzania as the

fourth poorest state globally; but the UNDP ranks it only 35th poorest on its human

development index. The core of the problem remains political power and bureaucratic

imperatives. The Tanzania government, like all other putatively socialist states, has been

unable to provide the crucial external contexts for the success of local cooperatives:

"local self-determination, participatory control, discriminating work incentives, and

external maneuverability."20 A significant indication of the failure of formal institutions

and level of peasant resistance is the diversity and energy of the second economy, ably

chronicled by two indigenous scholars.21

The fourth current approach to rural poverty is participatory development, an

approach with some quite different assumptions about human nature, poverty, and

institutions than the variants of market and socialist models just sketched. Much African

experience with this model is small-scale; the large-scale efforts in Mozambique and

Eritrea were forged and/or destroyed by war. Even a small example will help crystallize

contrasts with the conventional rural development projects models to be assessed next.

The ORAP program: ir Zimbabwe, one of the better known participatory projects will

serve here: Literature on general theory and other cases continues to grow, with

particularly in recent survey introductions from UNRISD and ILO.22
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Zimbabwe has capricious seasonal rainfall from November to March so that for

three-quarters of its territory dryland crop production is risky. Western Zimbabwe is

particularly under stress, and as a ZAPU stronghold, has been underserviced and

politically disrupted both during and since the struggle for majority rule. To help these

very poor rural producers, the Organization of Rural Association for Progress (ORAP)

has been developing since 1981 as a second level intermediate organization supporting a

network of local groups through umbrella institutions. The network decentralized

decision making in a very participatory fashion. Services to rural groups have been

effective because of responsiveness and timeliness. With many foreign NGO supporters

ORAP has facilitated all manner of productive activities. It became readily apparent

that small rural industry as well as agricultural production faced technical problems and

that many needed skill training.

ORAP decided on a discretionary fund of five grants to member villages and

associations for technical needs and services. It approached the US African

Development Foundation (ADF) for such a project and received a grant for about

US$114,000 for 1986-1988.23 The fund is to help rural groups find solutions not simply

impose foreign ideas. The plan is to create and upgrade village development technology

centers and water programs which would include space for experiments, repairs and

workshops. Sensitive and technically competent field agents would be catalysts for local

expertise to flourish.

The project and the institutions evolved very developmentally. Sample projects

included grain stores, more appropriate kitchens, collection and propagation of trees,

water development, and repair workshops. The participatory approach is visible in many

small ways as in women's group gardening project's search for water; they experimented

to discover a less arduous pump system sufficient for their needs. Over time villagers

sought training in workshop management and accounting. In 1989 the project was

renewed for two years to expand the number of workshops, the commercial viability of

some elements, and the application of new kinds of technologies.

ORAP's development and its interaction with donors are instructive in several

ways. ORAP found that many donors meant many reports and time constraints. Donors

13



wanted to deal with visible, marketable issues, not long-term human and institution

building; ORAP belied assumptions "that development is cheap and comes in discrete

little packages which somehow become "self sufficient" in a predetermined number of

years." With its own participatory evaluation, ADF came to appreciate some of the

obstacles created by its procedures; the 1989 renewal incorporated a more user friendly

approach for ORAP. ORAP practice is to assist in building self reliance slowly by

people gaining skills and mobilizing their own resources through credit schemes linked to

village production. ORAP's vision has also developed. It now intends to run a few

business activities as income: a hardware builders' supply shop that could also sell crafts;

a filling station and workshop; a mixed farm; and a transport system. It has a large

internal market. In this way the poor could reinvest in themselves and accelerate the

pace of self-sustainability. Among many other impressive elements a brief note should

be made of the human skills of the animators. They have shown skill in cultural

immersion, using stories of other places to peak curiosity. ORAP is in effect a model

system of democratic politics and economics which over time, could become autonomous.

The five project approaches to rural development created by states and aid

agencies guided by the market and state socialist models offer instructive contrasts with

the ORAP case and other examples of participatory praxis. Four of these project types

illustrate the top-down, corporatist, and paternalistic style that the West has historically

offered the non-Western world; these project categories include area and integrated rural

development, rural infrastructure, commodity and sector expansion, and local

organization approaches by major donors. The fifth category, small donor projects with

indigenous local institutions, involves a great diversity of efforts subject to only certain

kinds of generalization. A few reflections on each category complete the review of

conventional strategy and practice and further illustrate the pressing need for

alternatives, if the poor are to benefit significantly.

All four top-down approaches by governments and aid agencies in modern times

suffer generic flaws in the project processes, regardless of the stated goals of the activity.

Space permits but a brief synopsis of a few major issues.
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These approaches are, first of all, products of a capitalist or state socialist system

and, as such, share the fundamental absurdity, waste, and inefficiencies of both systems.

In brief, because of class and state-citizen conflict, inherent in nondemocratic cultures

the world over, societies and their institutions waste enormous resources on motivating

and supervising people, create disincentives for potentially valuable innovations and their

use, and must occupy further resources unproductively on sanctions and bargaining

processes.24 The rural poor suffer directly and indirectly from conflict, waste, the

tendency to monopoly, and the limits to social planning.

The project process use state institutions. These institutions reproduce the

modern pathologies of any bureaucracy in a non-democratic culture - the drives for

security, control, and growth. To give a large organization the mandate to empower

poor people is a contradiction in terms. Organizations have opposing agendas and

develop work culture, style, and language to suit that agenda. People are not people but

clients. Learning is geared to organizational goals; in many situations organizational

inhabitants need to be ignorant to speed the internal work process. The major donor

agencies with three decades of practice have chosen to learn very little of household and

village reality in Africa. Situational ethics and management rather than leadership are

other key elements of this organizational culture.25

The poor are marginalized by more than the use of organizations as political tools

and the capacity of organizations to develop their own agendas on power and control.

The interaction of poor people and state agencies embodies a power mismatch that is

another form of unequal exchange, an energy drain.26 To limit its own costs an

organization develops control and work processes which make it very expensive for the

poor to participate. It is commonplace to observe that the rural poor get little rural

credit. Supposedly they lack creditworthiness. Consider also the costs of travelling to —-

offices at specific times and gaining the literacy to fill out forms. In brief modern

organizations are far more energy intensive. The poor find it much harder to afford the

costs of participation.

The fourth generic flaw of conventional top-down projects concerns their local

interaction, the fit of project to project location. Such projects do not investigate and
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plan to compensate for political and cultural stratification. Whatever the extent such

projects claim to assist the poor, they treat and make use of province and village level

institutions as though class and gender played no roles in such institutions or in the

reproduction of poverty and marginalization. If the poor are powerless in the status quo,

they are unlikely to gain much by working through prevailing institutions or new ones

also dominated by the wealthy. Bratton's classic study on rural Zambia is compelling on

this; there are hundreds of other such studies.27 The participatory approach argues

instead that the poor must be assisted to prepare themselves and create new institutions

or new power and access in prevailing ones, if poverty is to diminish. , :'

The last, but far from least, important limitations of conventional project

approaches to rural development concern legitimacy and capacity to implement. Projects

violate the most elementary principles in logic. They ignore the fact that people behave

in the way they are motivated to, not the way a project paper says they will. Projects

typically ask a line agency or other institution to do A when the prevailing incentive is to

do B or C. Projects also routinely ask institutions to seek multiple goals: raise

production, help the poor, help women, etcetera. In brief, projects fail because designers

apply means that are incompatible with goals and assert multiple but mutually conflictive

goals. The most famous collection of project evaluation studies in the literature makes

this point repeatedly.28

Consider the interest of the poor in implementing a project. To the extent that a

project is designed far away by the perceptions of others, the project design will

represent poorly or not all the causes and contexts of individual and household poverty.

Quite often projects will actually threaten subsistence security and thus be actively

resisted. Direct threats aside, it is fairly unlikely that, without the direct involvement of

the poor in project research and design, the project will represent very well the needs

and priorities of the poor. If that is the case why should the poor invest time and energy

to participate and implement it? As has been argued by a number of social scientists,

the project most likely to benefit the poor is one in which they invest in throughout and

thus have ownership. Such a project begins with participatory research.29
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Beyond these general dilemmas each of the four conventional rural development

projects have their own particular limits. Area and integrated rural development projects

have received the most policy attention and debate. Area or IRD projects are usually

designed and implemented through several line agencies, sometimes supplemented with a

project management unit. They focus on a defined geographical area and pursue goals

in several sectors with agriculture as the core focus.

Problems for area and IRD projects come from the logical contradictions just

sketched and from the complexity and resource intensiveness of such an approach. The

need to involve several agencies and bureaucratic layers, foreign donors, and field staff

creates many decisionmakers. Many actors must cooperate. In one of the most famous

books in the literature, a 1971 case study in Oakland, California, Wildavsky illustrates

that the more institutional participants or decisionmakers the less likely implementation

will succeed.30 So many levels of decisionmaking also open the project even more to

politics. State agencies at every level are terrains of struggle. A classic . study on

Tamil Nadu in India shows that private power does not even need to control

policymaking if it dominates the implementation process.31 A recent World Bank

evaluation review made a similar point: it is "not possible to implement viable projects

in an unfavorable policy environment."32

Rural infrastructure projects are designed from the hypothesis that many poor are

able and productive, but that their geographical or institutional remoteness is a major

deterrent to bringing crops profitably to market or buying productive imports or

consumer goods at reasonable prices. In the 1950s and 1960s such projects commonly

involved roads, power lines, irrigation works, bridges and the like. In the last decade the

definition of infrastructure has expanded to include markets, banking, legal services and

even health and education investments. Such projects do usually contribute to growth

but, despite the rhetoric of planning documents, they also add to inequality. Households

can make use of infrastructure only to the extent that they own or have access to

relevant productive resources; in an unequal society roads are not neutral. Roads and

irrigation channels also inevitably produce spatial inequalities. Infrastructure requires
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maintenance. Neither equity nor sustainability can be addressed without a dramatically

more participatory approach.

Many rural projects of the 1970s and 1980s have been efforts to focus market

reforms, new technical packages or extension systems, rural credit and roads on the

expanded production of agricultural commodities. Commodity or sector growth projects

have an inherent dynamic that works against equity. Production-centered activities are

targeted towards those farm households with productive assets; they have no solution for

the landlessness or near landless poor who may or may not receive more opportunity for

casual seasonal labor. Such a process adds to stratification and demonstrates the talents

effect, those that have get.33

Sustainability also fares poorly in such an approach. Typically one finds linear

economic thinking: inputs and incentive structure lead to production and sale. Problems

are isolated as constraints, and prescriptions offered. One kind of limitation is created

by the ineffectiveness of some prescriptions, especially technical packages for dryland

agriculture. Equally serious are the design issues slighted, particularly those related to

marketing. Producers face highly imperfect markets reflecting class and regional

inequality. Partial solutions such as cooperatives may be able to contest local market

oligopoly; but in national and global markets when prices are controlled from afar even

cooperatives cannot usually fare well.34 For markets to endure there must also be

consumers and consumer goods; misbalancing investment among sectors, classes, and

regions has produced not mass consumer economies, but disarticulated economies

importing expensively for a few.

A fourth approach to rural development created by major donor agencies in the

recent past involves explicit use of local organizations. This model developed in partial^

recognition of the poor results of previous projects in reaching the poor and in part f»m

the utilitarian understanding that local organizations could be a cost-efficient way of

extending extension, marketing or credit services in poor regions. US AID has supported

a number of projects in the Sahel in and surrounding countries. Some rest on indigenous

village level institutions without considering how women, certain age groups and the

assetless poor might prosper. A few have new institutional visions. One sample from
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Togo helps one see that local organizations are not per se the means of empowering the

poor.

In 1988 AID funded a five-year project, Rural Institutions and Private Sector

(TRIPS) to strengthen the credit union movement, private producer groups and selected

micro enterprises and rural associations. Its normative orientation is clear in the

appraisal report.

TRIPS beneficiaries are generally those groups and individuals who have

demonstrated a willingness and ability to work hard and to manage their

respective enterprises as businesses. The social implication of this

characterization is that the project does not address directly the most

impoverished and economically helpless strata. The project assumes that

increased competition will be beneficial for the Togolese rural economy in

particular; and of course with increased competition there will be inevitably

inefficient microenterprises which will go under hopefully to re-adapt more

successfully in another endeavor. However, no adverse social impact is

anticipated for non-participants in COOPECS, nor for farmers who are
members of CARE farmer groups.35

What is even more distressing about such trickle down efforts is that project designers

knew about and made some analysis of local ethnic diversity and unequal household

relations within clans.

The fifth common approach to rural development in Africa is the smallscale

grassroots effort by foreign and domestic nongovernmental agencies (NGOs). These

groups very widely in a number of respects: while some field staff are culturally sensitive

and technical competent, many bring little more than good spirits; some NGOs are

largely funded by major donors and implement their political agendas while some of the

best like Oxfam UK and Grassroots International remain politically and financially

independent; and some in one sector, region, or country and others in many. The

magnitude and diversity of the effort is impressive36 yet case material and dialogues with

participants leave two sobering conclusions. The scale of the effort is in no way related

to the need. Isolated small group activities in a village, no matter how successful in the

short run, are not in themselves sufficient to make much of a dent in African rural

poverty.
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The brief survey of three schools of thought and five common project approached
-

to rural development has sought to illuminate not only how must external resources have

been invested in rural Africa over three decades but also how such investments have

served to reproduce, perpetuate and sometimes deepen the poverty of the many for the

interests of the few. The sad reality is that the world-economy has maintained into the

post-colonial era its unequal relationship with Africa, extracting raw materials

inexpensively but having little need of most Africans as consumers (except of weaponry).

More of the same is not a solution. There are alternatives, alternatives that have been

practiced with success many times on a small scale in Africa and on a larger scale

elsewhere in other eras. In the rest of Part I the transformational vision is sketched

briefly and in subsequent parts, question of theory and practice are covered in some

detail.

Vision begins with the uprooting of the cultural hegemony that has so enthralled

not just Africans but all prisoners of this myth of growth. Consider first human nature.

The two prevailing political philosophies of the twentieth century have built social

systems based on antithetical assumptions. Capitalism asserts human beings are at base

self-centered, motivated by self-interest. Socialism has argued that humans are primarily

motivated by social context and allegiance or can be so conditioned. But if one stops to

be introspective for a moment, both arguments are insufficient. Human beings are both

self-directed and social; pursuing one set of goals to the exclusion of the other is

unhealthy. This is one origin of the profound alienation built into modern industrial life.

Visions of a healthier society start with a politically philosophy and economic

system geared to a more complex and defensible view of human nature and human

needs. A number of social scientists have developed a school of economics termed

humanistic economics which works out the theoretical and practical issues of healthy

humans in a healthy society.37 In brief, humanistic economics argues that humans have a

broad range of needs from basic survival wants like air, water and food to the need for

self-actualization. Needs vary upon many contexts; deprived of air, for example, the

need for food suddenly vanishes. The individual involved is the one best able to identify

a current level and intensity of need. Thus the individual must become active in
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processes that affect his or her life; the greater the affect, the greater the need to

participate. Humanistic economics imagines a very active citizen, a strong democracy

extending to all areas of culture, politics, and economics; such a democracy bears little

comparison to the rhetorical and thin democracy of the West, the purchase and use of

public power for private agendas.38

Meeting such a broad range of needs implies development as an open-ended

activity, but also development within socially defined limits. Unlimited pursuit of private

wealth is not compatible with such a democratic society; the wealthy have undue impact

on culture and politics, and such aggrandizement works to deprive others, often of very

basic needs. Reconceiving the structure and meaning of work to make it self-actualizing

would create different far healthier incentives, ending the prevailing neurosis of

materialism for most. There will always be unequal skills and unequal material bases

and inheritances. Society should reward its specialists for the value of their contribution.

Yet society should be able to make such choices on the basis of a social contract

founded on sufficiency, sustainability, and equity.

Such a vision demands cultural, institutional and political change. So also does

the current mad rush to financial and ecological ruin driven by greed, monopoly, and

technological advance. Africans must make such political choices every day. What

makes one choice seem Utopian and the other conventional is a function of cultural

hegemony, a social creation of some which can be recreated by others. This is in part

the art termed "metapolitics." It is the art of influencing political outcomes by

controlling any or all aspects of the values, vocabulary, or processes applied to political

debate and decisionmaking. Control the parameters of the possible or "responsible"

debate and you control the range of possible outcomes.39 African rulers have frequently

used ideology, ethnicity, nationalism and religion in such a fashion.

To make more developmental choices and practice more politically realistic will

involve long-term education throughout society, a process to be addressed. Topics basic

to successful development practice must become part of the educational agenda. Four

such follow as illustrations. For most states there is no correlation between visible

financial resources and tangible human needs, a situation that works to delegitimize the
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state and force it to engage in much mystification as well as foreign begging. A more

legitimate dialogue would articulate needs as a joint state-society project in which vastly

greater resources could be mobilized locally because the incentive environment

encouraged and rewarded domestic investment and the development of local leadership,

creativity, and innovation. Total self-reliance is impractical but relative self-reliance is

both desirable and feasible.

Two further themes relate to the relationships of African societies to international

donors and corporations. The addition to aid is tangible, both culturally and financially.

Yet the current status quo of rural poverty is in large measure (but not entirely) a

product of the size and nature of those links. More of the same has not been a solution

for African rural poverty in the past and is therefore most unlikely to be a solution in the

future. In any case more of the same is unlikely, given the end of the cold war and

competing global priorities. Even more to the point, aid levels have always been and will

remain scale irrelevant to actual needs. The issue must be creating more domestic

resources and using them more productively.

This leads directly to a third issue of metapolitical struggle: the self-interested

advice of donors. For three decades African states have listened to and largely followed

the same Western advice: export, export, export. There have been 30 years or more of

independent scholarship and 500 years of history suggesting the limitations of such a

strategy for countries on the periphery. One understands why donor agencies pursue

their own self interest. But it is scarcely defensible that African states create ever

greater burdens for future generations, perpetuate if not expand rural poverty and fail to

learn anything from history that would be in their interest. In brief, exporting has

contexts. The comparative models used by the World Bank are not relevant to current

African contexts; the macroeconomic experience relevant to Africa is the 19th century

Scandinavian model of relatively self-reliant and democratic economics, as wiR be

explained in Part II.

The power of cultural hegemony is as strong in the realm of political theory as in

economic theory. Yet African citizens cannot afford to let the word democracy remain

captured by any of the currently competing claimants: the African one-party states
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where participation is for the connected; the multiparty experiments resembling the thin

democracy of the West; the state socialists with Leninist views; or the Western politicians

with their market expansion agendas. The struggle to relegitimize democracy as the

participation of all in the decisions that affect their lives will be a permanent contest

with a hostile world economy and will also be the most important indicator of the health

of the macropolicy environment for participatory development.

Given some political space by growing macropolitical health, it would practical to

proceed with the implementation of participatory development on a scale far beyond

single small group projects. An independent national or regional development

foundation would start by staking a number of intermediate organizations to a 5 to 10

year operation; such organizations can only become financially self-reliant over time.

After sufficient training, the staff of the intermediate organization would select and train

local level catalysts who would return to their home districts to engage in periods of

participatory research with the poor, followed by conscientization and then small group

formation by the poor for credit, social development and whatever other goals are

expressed. A number of small groups would form a multilevel federation to meet many

practical needs. Over time it would work out political roles in regional development

policy and regular relations with those elements of line agencies that could be helpful.

As experiences like the Grameen Bank indicate, participatory development

requires substantial political courage and endurance from citizens at every level of

society. But rural Africa has few if any settings where conditions are as inhospitable as

they are in rural Bangladesh. With a growing body of impressive ease studies of small

experiments, it is clear that many Africans have the skills, drive and creativity.40 The

tasks now are to create a larger critical mass leading to regional synergies, to open

crevasses and political space, to pry loose financial resources, and to challenge the status

quo in every terrain of education, politics, and culture. This paper now turns to the

practical issues and dilemmas for different levels of actors.
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Part II. THE AFRICAN STATE -- TASKS AND CHALLENGES AT THE

NATIONAL LEVEL

African states and their national level policymakers are not in an enviable

position. As organizations they are terrains of struggle between contending domestic and

international forces with self-interested agendas. The struggle will not end soon, so what

is proposed in the following pages is to view the state as a loosely structured social

system within which interested and competent activists can build or expand islands of

peace and development that could usefully nurture intermediate organizations, expand

national consciousness about real development, facilitate contact with kindred

organizations elsewhere, and seek to limit the harm done by agents of the world-system.

Over time these islands of development can also foster a less hierarchical and patriarchal

work culture within state institutions.

The discussion begins with the dilemmas of the current African state seeking to

maintain legitimacy and control in the face of unmet human needs, the onslaughts of the

World Bank and IMF, and the travails of financial and political reproduction to maintain

the system. The next section sketches a healthy state, its theory and its internal work

culture; general strategies for mobilizing group action for its construction are then

advanced. Authentic development education is a crucial part of this construction

process, so practical steps and incentive structures for action form the third focus..

Attention then turns to state-rural relations and the reformation of national

agricultural and rural development institutions. The potential of farming systems

research and alternative credit mechanisms are substantial. The discussion of marketing

issues, the next focus, must be taken away from the ideological prison of neoclassical

economists and reconsidered from the light of constituent actors and how the long-term

interests of each could be balanced with equity and sustainability. The last issue for

healthier state-rural relations is political decentralization. Power is not a zero sum

proposition. By reimagining power and implementation effectiveness, as well as resource

limitations, the logic and practicality of decentralization will grow, opening space for new

or more active forms of associational life such as intermediate institution.
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The obstacles to the creation of a decentralized democratic and developmental

state in Africa are forbidable and have been the subject of a huge conflictual literature.

Only the barest summary is possible here. The political culture inherited from

precolonial tributary states was typically not democratic; but rulers in that era earned

legitimacy at least in part by conforming to a moral economy and meeting some

obligations to their subjects. The next historical era of mercantilism and then monopoly

capitalism and colonialism were even less democratic. Violence was the major process in

legitimizing state role and economic relations between classes and races. Among the

settled (non-pastoralist) societies, only a few small groups like the Maka in Cameroon

were able to retain democratic impulses. For most the imposition of money taxes and

corvee labor served to institutionalize enduring alienation and many forms of rural

resistance.41 At the same the colonial state system introduced Weberian norms, while

further entrenching racism and patriarchy.

Both the cultural and institutional legacies of the new post-colonial state were

thus extremely illsuited for democracy and authentic, that is participatory, development.

In addition the new states, with some notable exceptions, did not come to power via

mass-based political struggle so that the new rulers and their citizenries did not share

deep reciprocal ties. Nationalist politicians mobilized support for a new society with

jobs, education, and health care for all but found that the new state bureaucracies lacked

the material resources, skilled personnel, and local institutions needed to implement such

programsand develop the quality of citizenry necessary to sustain them. Nationalist

strategies and rhetoric were effective in raising individual self-respect and transferring

blame for the prevailing status quo to the evils of colonialism. But they did not translate

into a clear and optional development strategy.

The first generation of post-colonial elites naturally found power appealing and

sought to maintain and enhance their privileges. Such goals appeared to conflict with

mass aspirations for better living standards, and both ran aground on the issue of

finances. Resources could in theory have come from personal taxes; but income taxes

requires citizenry, government delivery of services, and leadership by example from elites

with their first taste of the spoils of power. Elites instead looked to indirect taxes that
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were practical to collect, especially a tax on exports and a reduction in real rural

producer prices. A few like Tanzania had the courage to present a more democratic

view of mutual responsibility between state and society. A few others were able to

become oil exporters. Most were pushed by the world-system as its agencies into the

expedient solution of expanding primary commodity exports into international markets

peripheral countries could little influence.

Modest and uncertain export taxes and foreign exchange earnings were far from

sufficient, as the claims of supporters translated into expanded state payrolls. Borrowing

abroad and foreign aid from the West proved irresistible. Maintaining the stratified

society and nondemocratic politics and culture of their inheritance seemed inevitable to

most newly independent governments in order to limit outlays. One party states and

centralization were logical institutional solutions to retain power and allocate scarce

resources.

Despite an era of relative political stability interrupted by coups, most African

states that made the series of expedient political choices just sketched, found the results

less than satisfactory. Joining the UN and multilateral agencies provided some

international legitimacy. Aid flows were helpful in building legitimacy among some

sectors of local capital, but a few like Kenya and Nigeria aside, local capital was still not

in most cases strong enough to be much of an ally in the new and uneven triple alliance

African states had entered.42 This triple alliance of the state, local capital, and

international capital thus created and reproduced a political economy wherein the

principals had reason to help each other but the participation of the poor was neither

needed nor desired. The poor were of no use as either producers, consumers or

taxpayers.

In a number of cases local capital also was so stymied by resource limits, limited

markets, and state regulations, that it has and continued to play a minor role. The state

and international capital sought to compensate for the weakness of urban and industrial

capital by building up a rural bourgeoisie. A 1988 World Bank global review of its rural

lending in rural development, 192 projects between 1965 and 1986, illustrates this

political goal as well as its organizational imperatives. Projects were based on
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"a smallholder project-based strategy (concentrating on those with

productive assets) with only incidental benefits for the "poorest of the poor"

(laborers and the landless without productive assets). Given the objective

of expanded lending, the Bank could not at the same time tackle head-on

in the RD context the many politically sensitive issues relating to the

landless and to rural laborers...."43

Such a project-based conclusion also verifies the more theoretically stated thesis about

commodity based projects presented in Part I.

The influx of aid made the state structure an attractive terrain of struggle among

domestic factions as well as source of entrepreneurial profitmaking for those whose

salaries could not keep up with inflation or family needs. Aid flows, however,

encouraged states to live beyond their means and entrapped them on many levels. The

debt trap and loss of sovereignty to the IFIs has been the most heavily chronicled.44

Consider as well the failure to build and maintain indigenous libraries and quality

university and secondary school development studies programs. Instead aid education

resources went largely to foreign study where students met theoretically invalid technical

training and imbibed the wasteful culture of the overdeveloped West. Aid flows also

went to infrastructure growth to facilitate exports, but little or no resources went to

building primary industries which would be the core of any reasonable strategy of

regional self-reliance. Worst of all aid flows came with endless policy advice and strings

to expand the pace of global market forces devoid of social purpose or meaning. The

gift of this Darwinian ideology, Reaganism in the 1980s, not simply mystified all aspects

of authentic development, but disempowered or immobilized thousands of Africans who

concluded that development was the state's business or the market's business, not their

own.

As the 1980s eoid the continuing economic crisis is forcing at least some in every

state system to see the limits of the export and aid model and the unsustainable costs of

corporatist politics. Financial crisis, limited aid potential, the growth of parallel

economies and more explicitly anti-social corruption all suggest the need for new low

cost political initiatives to rebuild both state legitimacy and finances. There has been a

rich local associational life in most African societies.45 As or if the state retreats and
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gives political space to new more democratic local organizations, the potential opens for

more cost effective, legitimate, and equitable public policy. If this is done on a large

enough scale and with security, people will dare to mobilize savings, will want to invest

productively, and will find a pool of local and regional consumers earning enough.

Government's role is not just enablement but also education, social planning and

sometimes adjudication and control. If the processes are really democratic, the results

will be legitimate, productive, and sustainable.

These political conclusions impel the discussion of a healthy state and the

practical steps of its social creation. A perfectly healthy state is, of course, a Utopian

idea given the dynamics of the world-system and its tendency to attack and destroy any

state or social movement which would attempt it. Indeed self-defense is a critical part of

any practical change strategy. Yet such macro-economic conditions are unlikely to

endure precisely in their present form; Bush and Thatcher will pass from the scene, for

example. Laying firm foundations for a healthier state is a reasonable goal for activities

both within and without.

The Yugoslav scholar Branco Horvat has produced far and away the most

compelling guide to the practices and institution of the democratic state and economy in

an industrial setting.46 There is no remotely comparable guide for states on the

periphery with limited resources and institutional abilities, substantial inequalities, and

myriad political, economic, and cultural problems preventing community. Yet all

societies need central institutions because they are a number of tasks that are more

efficient and practical to be carried out at the state level: A cardinal point of theory to

be developed in this and subsequent sections is appropriate decentralization. $g^

While some task divisions may seem logical from afar and Horvat provides very

helpful institutional visions, the ultimate effectiveness of any institution depends on its

legitimacy, trust, and accountability. These characteristics are created by democratic

processes of high quality. People in no society respond well to or respect authoritarian

behavior; to the extent they may appear to, hidden alienation is building. Thus

participatory practices must be built into institution-making or reform, into the internal
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work culture of the new institutions, into policy making, into implementation, and into

evaluation.

Two questions crystallize practical problems: how much quality and how much

participation. Democracy has costs, but so does every other system. Africans have a rich

heritage of partially democratic local association and clan groups that can be adapted to

many purposes. The development since 1976 of the Six-S movement, based on

traditional village cooperative groups in Burkina Faso called naams. now 4,000 groups in

nine countries of West Africa, is one example of local inventiveness. Six-S has been

particularly fortunate in its external NGO sponsors. African states do not have such a

supportive environment. Learning from local creativity alone will not be enough.

The democratization of state institutions must draw on both participatory

processes and substantive expertise. As one might imagine a dialogue among

bureaucrats, politicians, academics, community organizers, and feminists will not go

smoothly. Yet each cultural sphere and social sector must invest in the change process

and reach agreement on the level of competence and kinds of values and incentives

appropriate for different tasks. It may be easy to get fair representation from mid-career

bureaucrats. But enlisting the most appropriate academics and community organizers

will be hard. In American politics neither the Democratic Party nor the fragmentary

efforts to form a Green Party have paid any attention to most of the fine recent Western

writers and local practice on democracy, like John Gaventa and his work at the

Highlander Center in New Market, Tennessee.47

In each situation African representatives must look self-critically not only at their

cultural orientations (patriarchy for example) but also at the quality of education being

brought to bear. There are exciting global debates going on on the nature of democracy,

worker management and ownership and most other aspects of development. The costs

of not being informed or current are severe. The UNU series on African political

economy is only a start. There is, for example, a recent study of Philippine experience

with structural adjustment that illustrates how the IFIs, if blocked by some department,

will locate others, load them with ideological allies, and prevail by funding those

agencies.48 The issue of education quality will be returned to shortly.
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Thus state level organizations need to marshall and meld both the cultural and

educational diversity available and develop a local to global learning mode. Traditional

hierarchic forms are ill-suited, as they block new or subversive ideas and foster non-

democratic habits; it is hard to work effectively for democracy while working in an

organization that treats one as a third-class citizen. The best of feminist scholarship has

pioneered a vision of a more nurturing organization and also crystallized the costs of

different ways of making decisions in a democracy: the "classic winner take all" wherein

sore losers have no incentive to implement policy; the consensual process where most or

all are left with limited incentives; and the consociational approach, sometimes optimal.49

Western organizational forms have generally tended to be good at routinizing

learning and at learning what seems politically expedient. African state organizations

need new better learning forms. After all, African states will never be able to outspend

the agencies of the world-system or multinational capital generally. But with only

modest effort Africans should be able to outlearn and outthink them. A practical

process begins with small group educational efforts within an agency leading to more

formal seminars. Such seminars could lead into the agency planning process to budget

for regular learning sessions, house critics, new standards of professional rewards and

advance, a global learning center, agency standards for political appointments, agency

publications and interaction with the global development studies community.

It is important that activists and educators inside specific agencies realize that

good ideas and policy cannot advance very far toward implementation without agreement

at other political levels and in other social spheres. In a transition period and beyond,

organizational activists must build and maintain allies at the global, province and local

levels, in other agencies, in academe, the media, the churches and elsewhere. Political

success requires a combination of long-term allies who collectively can push policy

reform through the system, monitor the quality of implementation, and do the research

to insure that subsequent change efforts are even better.

Education is a central focus of every part of the participatory development

process and so national development educational tasks is the first of three areas of
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national public policy to be discussed here, three areas if coherently addressed will

create an enabling environment for participatory development to advance.

The foundation of national development education is a core group of indigenous

scholars who build their skills over time to become world authorities. Such authority

comes from publications and teaching representing original primary research, informed

by global theoretical debates and reflecting an interdisciplinary grasp of development

involving five areas of study: historical sociology and the world-system; political

economy; area studies, especially anthropology; organization studies; and one or more

technical fields. There is no such academic program now available on the planet so

much of this education will have to be part of self development. There are guides to

such an educational adventure, some quite inexpensive.50 But access to many

publications is quite expensive and thus raises a large challenge to governments and

potential donors.

Academic programs need more than core faculty; they need universities, buildings,

support staff, libraries, research funds, student stipends and housing, and more. Africa

can afford a small number of very fine universities and a good number of reasonably

good colleges. It is hard to see how optimal choices can be made without powerful,

competent regional authorities. Reformist solutions look more practical. Book purchase

and cataloging costs can be cut appreciably by the creation of two or three regional

consortium dealing with a few northern wholesalers; try never to pay more than

60 percent on new books and harness Northern Africanists and graduate students abroad

to pursue used books. Reprint crucial tests locally. Use Library of Congress catalog

cards. Mobilize graduate students to assist in library maintenance, and most of all teach

social responsibility about the use of library resources.

Institutional reform in African academe is as political as elsewhere. Many people

need to make what they might feel are career sacrifices. As in any institutioa it takes

step by step building of a critical mass of internal and external allies. Different

disciplines guard their guilds with vigor; administration guards their perquisites. The

needs of the major teaching university should be balanced against regional colleges and

secondary schools. This will be hard until regional economies and tax bases are built up
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and province governments given some financial authority. Part of what makes the

regional college situation now so unbearable is the financial powerlessness. Zaire's

system is a good case in point.

Many outside academe would look askance at more resources for an ivory tower

system producing too many school leavers for too few jobs. Moral suasion and tangible

rewards should go to faculty doing field research leading to practical solutions to the

society's development problems. School leavers now suffer because of unbalanced

development; they want jobs in sectors where there are not enough consumers. Some

will be employed by intermediate and local organizations as subsequent sections here

illustrate. But social planning for development will be the key; Zimbabwe's current

efforts with 55 growth points are one possibility.

Social planning will only work if society is involved and development escapes the

clutches of experts, donor agents, small parts of governments and academe.

Development education needs to be built into many other spheres of life. As suggested

above concrete steps can be taken to make formal institutions more responsive to the

development needs of the rural world. Teacher training and basic curriculum needs to

put more emphasis on the uses of literacy, numeracy, basic science and health issues for

rural careers in farming, agroindustry, social and market services. Every line agency

should build in career training modules on development and challenge and reward

personnel for further self directed learning and leadership initiative.

A core element in all of these formal and informal education efforts needs to be

the lesson of success. The world system provides many subliminal plaudits for individual

success stories of material wealth or sports competitions. Africans need to make visible

a body of case material about their own development success, even if they are small

ones. At every level of society people need to see tangible evidence of where and how

small groups of people were able to make use of limited resources to improve livelihoods

in an equitable and sustainable manner. Activists and academics in each country should

work together to produce 12 to 20 page case studies based on participatory research.

The cases could appear in appropriate local languages in pamphlet or book form, be part

of public education media and formal curriculum, and have many other uses. Previous
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more general collections are of some use, but Africans need to see and feel that people

in their own country are capable (and so therefore they can also be).

Such a collection should also be part of another development education process

that each country should create: an area studies and development course of 2 to 4

weeks required for any foreign agency personnel, from the World Bank to the smallest

NGO, who desire to enter the country for development field or policy work; foreign

journalists could be strongly urged to participate but they may claim they are responsible

for many countries. Africa, has suffered three decades of patronizing, often arrogant

and usually misguided amateurism from Northern personnel; Africans can take some >

steps in self defense.

As a way of encouraging leadership and creating positive role models, a national

development foundation, working with academe and the media, should create citizen

awards for various age groups and classes of activities. A few global prizes now given

are too remote to mobilize interest and effort at the local level. But a competitive

campaign of village reforestation that combined gross plantings per unit time with

percentage of health plants one or two years later and 10 college stipends for a winning

village might get some interest. Other possibilities abound.

A second area of public policy crucial to the effectiveness of intermediate and

local organizations and the ending of rural poverty concerns the prevailing formal

institutions mandated to improve agriculture. These include most often an Agricultural

or Rural Development Ministry, a marketing agency and a rural bank. These institutions

play an awkward mediating role between the actors of the triple alliance and the

peasantry. Set up and funded by states, such agencies reflect in structure and practice

most of the larger system's approach of mobilizing the more productive farm households

and ignoring the rest. But each institution also contains people with more developmental

goals, swimming upstream against serious obstacles.

These obstacles are the subject of a huge and familiar literature beginning with

the lifetime efforts of Rene Dumont.51 A short summary should suffice. Most

agriculture line agencies suffer first from their historical legacies; peasants remember

field agents as tax collectors and then decades of failed projects. Both politics and
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structure now impede effective dialogue with the poor. The line agency is funded by the

state, not by the poor; it must contend with its political limits in the budget process, state

policies of cheap urban food, subsidies for exports, and other tax and monetary policies

antagonistic to sustainable rural development. International links - the influx of

pesticides and the technical packages from CIGAR -- are also very often biased against

the poor.

The institutional framework of an agricultural ministry is also inappropriate for

effective assistance to the poor. Technical training may be useful, but it is far from

sufficient; that education must be balanced with institutional, cultural, and ecological

learning. Production quotas issued from top down encourage attention to those fanners

easiest to reach. The locally vocal will also be served (the squawk factor). Neither the

poor nor women are likely to be much noticed. Small numbers of field agents with

limited mobility, time and resources thus find it usually impractical to assist the poorest,

regardless of intention or public policy.

An overall solution to this series of dilemmas would involve an organized

federation of the poor with agricultural specialists working for intermediate service

organizations which mediate farming systems research. Over time many line agency local

staff might move to intermediate organizations for a more secure, developmental career.

Federations would take a larger role in line agency policy making to assure more gender,

class, regional equality and more focus on organic, self-reliant agronomic practice and

ecological renewal. Current reform efforts in agricultural research and credit go part

way^illustrating the limits of reform created from the top down alone and why this paper

argues for a primarily (but iiot exclusively) bottom up model.

Some agricultural scientists and rural practitioners in the 1970s and 1980s realized

the limitations of technical packages designed far away. Peasants were not resisting out

of perversity. A new research process evolved in a few Latin and African settings

termed farming systems research.52 It began with the hypothesis that cognitive respect of

household dynamics not just single crop production mattered. Multi-crop systems often

had a superior logic. A participatory process of field trials and field research developed
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which in the best of circumstances produced both useful innovations and mutual respect

legitimizing new practices.

Unfortunately FSR practitioners had little training in institutions and politics and

have not to date been able to make this the dominant model in any national system.

Without community organizing, the choice of participating farmers is made by the

prevailing local institutions. The model is comparatively labor intensive, adding to

implementation problems with funds, weather, and transport. The model also demands a

bureaucratic and intellectual reorientation that has proven very difficult for small

numbers of organizational inhabitants working alone to expand in their agencies,

especially given the intensity of monocrop focus in international agricultural research and

donor funding. Given prevailing institutions the FSR approach will make current

corporatist strategies more effective. But a different, participatory institutional

arrangement would make FSR part of an effective solution. The peasant is indeed a

professional but does not have all the answers; a continuous global survey of local

solutions to dryland agricultural challenges would be very helpful as there remain some

very underutilized high protein tropical alternatives.

Rural credit reform provides an even clearer example of the political and

institutional limitations of top down reforms. Recent initiatives in Ghana and Malawi

will now be treated in some detail. The cases indicate the systemic and cultural
roVt

obstacles to an ideal solution as well as the central credit will (lay in any solution. The

absence of a sufficient and user-friendly rural credit system has been noted in many rural

African societies. Loan arrearages in existing systems have often been embarrassing. In

the later part of the 1980s the comparative success of the Grameen Bank of Bangladesh

began to be noticed. To what extent has or can it be adapted in Africa?

In 1989 the World Bank extended a $20 million loan to the Bank of Ghana to

reloan to and improve rural credit institutions, the Rural Banks, Credit Unions and their

umbrella organizations.53 Ghana's rural poor have not prospered in the face of limited

storage, poor roads, and seasonal price shifts of 4 to 6 times the prices offered at harvest

time. By the mid-1980s, after a decade of expansion, about 40 percent of the 1.43

million rural households had access to some form of institutionalized credit. Rural
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banking services were poor, inefficient, and expensive. Some wealthy responded to

negative real rates by using informal channels; an estimated 40 percent of accountable

currency was outside the system. Much of it is involved in local money dealerships and

private group efforts like !*o*o which serve the poor.

Each credit institution had substantive problems. The Rural Banks are locally

owned parts of the national system. Loan arrears are very high, as much as 70 percent;

the project will reorganize many and try to improve data collection. The banks did

experiment with group lending with some success early in the 1980s; then rapid

expansion led to poor group formation and oversight, failure, and a program cutback.

The Credit Union movement has enjoyed long-term but modest growth; by the late 1980s

there were about 49,000 members in 239 unions. Simple organizations and volunteerism

cannot, however, meet large-scale social needs.

Much of the project resources, $28 million of the overall $38 million total, goes to

credit. The project tries to address institutional limits as issues of management and

training devoid of political economy. It intends to audit and offer prescriptions for each

Rural Bank. The need for regular rural bank examination will be met by retraining

Bank of Ghana staff that deal with Rural Banks. Training will also be offered to the

Association of Rural Banks as an umbrella NGO which could be itself an effective

training institution. Loan appraisal capability will be addressed at every level. Credit

unions are offered capital and technical assistance. There is also a pilot program to

work with the farmer cooperative movement in the Upper West region.

This project is not likely to reduce rural bank arrearages in a significant way nor

substantially expand affordable credit to the rural poor because it does not address the

underlying political and sociological conditions reproducing and expanding poverty and

inequality. Three topics can be briefly noted. Rural banks are now privately owned

entities whose internal policies reflect particular political interests. Unless ownership

and day-to-day activities become part of a public community trust, such a situation will

continue.

A second political issue grows from the issue of fertilizer subsidy. Project

designers note in passing that privatizing the supply and ending the subsidy of fertilizer
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will substantially raise the level of rural credit needed to maintain or expand

productivity. Under what conditions would farmers be willing to do this? The pilot

program, run through the Department of Cooperatives and an NGO, has some answers ■

for a few farmers; the dilemma is nationwide. Privatizing Farmers Service Centers and

hoping they will be "competitive in their pricing structure" similarly serves to mystify local

politics. Most Ghanaians would do far better if they developed service and training

centers as intermediate institutions run by and answerable to a federation of . *

participatory local groups.

A second recent credit project for small rural producers is a joint IFAD/World

Bank $14 million, seven-year effort in Malawi.54 The 1987 Malawi Smallholder

Agricultural Credit project provides a substantial line of new credit, devotes major

energies to institution-building and transformation of the Ministry of Agriculture's credit

unit, and creates a very small pilot project modelled on the Grameen Bank to lend to

the landless poor.

The relatively diversified agriculture sector occupies 85 percent of Malawi's 7

million or more citizens. Agriculture supplies a little more than one-third of the GDP

but about 90 percent of exports, notably tobacco, tea, and sugar. Plantations have one

land tenure and marketing system. Another system exists for the 1.3 million smallholders

pursuing subsistttws agriculture. Long-term ecological decline as well as population

growth have worked to diminish average holding, now about 1.1 hectare per household.

Since 1978 the National Rural Development Program (NRDP) has provided the policy

and institutional framework for more than 30 rural development projects, most under

donor auspices. Growth in rural production was slow in the 1980s. Donors blamed

technology markets, and a limited credit system (rather than underlying political and

cultural contradiction); by working through farmers clubs, averaging 24 members, the

NRDP was able to extend seasonal credit to about 16 percent of the smallholders during

the 1985/86 season.

The project budget reflects the relative emphasis of effort: $10.5 million for

smallholder credit, $2.2 million in institution-building, and $38 million for the pilot

project for the landless, the Malawi Village Fund. The smallholder credit will go to both
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clubs and individuals with the target of 400,000 borrowers or 26 percent by 1993/94. A

Smallholder Agricultural Credit Administration will be set up in the Ministry. It

promises steps to involve women and make lending self-sustaining. But as it is, to evolve

to an independent rural financial institution serving both the smallholder and the

agricultural sector as a whole, it will reproduce the same contradiction that has long

plagued the Ministry of Agriculture. Unorganized smallholders are no political match

for plantation export interests.

It is not clear that the poorest will gain appreciably from this enlarged credit

program. There is a vision of expanding the farmers club movement but no sociological

research on its current membership, reasons for participation, or effects of a club on

local nonmembers. Field staff is enjoined to consider the needs of the "lower strata of

smallholders and women" but incentives and skill-development are not built in. Instead

there is the classic but indefensible and illogical argument that since 85 percent of the

population falls under the poverty level and 30 percent of the families are female-

headed, increased credit coverage will necessarily "benefit a wide spectrum of farmers"

and "have a significant impact on the poor and women."55 Consider also that nearly

75 percent of the smallholders are not even scheduled to benefit, but must absorb on

their own the additional cost of fertilizer (the subsidy is being eliminated) and the

uncertainty of new market forces.

The Malawi Village Fund looks much more hopeful for the 4,000 who are to

become involved. The principles of the Grameen model do not look alien. Compatible

groups with training and continuing loan supervision can develop and maintain internal

discipline, use resources productively, and continually expand self-investment and savings

to become sustainable. The Fund will be a separate legal entity with an oversight

committee. Senior staff will train and study in Bangladesh. Inspirational leadership will

be important. There must be many young educated Malawians who would be motivated

for staff work for real development.

The limits of these two examples suggest that, for rural credit to help the poor in

large numbers, the process must involve the self-organization of the poor working with

an independent banking entity, rather than village banks or funds subject to local politics.
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The Grameen experience shows that participation and control are the keys to local

resource mobilization.56 Group lending and process, not Horatio Alger myths and

individual aggrandizement, are key to effectiveness, a social identity, and quality

citizenship. Contrary to conventional banking ideology, collateral is not necessary

because group suasion and regular supervision assure near total repayment if the group

regards the institution as legitimate. Obviously conventional macroeconomics is not the

basis for effective local development planning and practice. Local power structures are

not invincible. Movement building starts with building small healthy foundations under

the protection of Grameen Bank as an intermediate organization; centers of five groups

work with branch offices. Equality and legitimacy are built together; sustainability grows

as members regularly invest in and also buy shares in Grameen. In sum, it will be a

process much like this, as other African examples have begun to shew, and not a hybrid,

that will allow poor Africans the means to empower themselves. Sv^

A third area of national public policy which currently works against the poor and \

participatory development is the general macroeconomic framework of uneven, export- \

led growth, highly imperfect markets and highly unequal income and resource \

distribution. A number of authors have argued that given how common and enduring \

such conditions are on the periphery of the world-system, they must be the logical

products of the dynamic expansion of a system exhibiting both long and short-term

cyclical behavior and growing unevenly by technological change, commodifying more

areas of life, and expanding to new geographical regions. Is this the only possible path

unless one has a substantial surplus of «rtl? Conventional history and social science

reports only the march of the West, the oppression of the Third World.

Quite clearly there have been poor countries on the periphery of the world-system

that have been blindly following advice from international capital for nearly two

centuries and have stayed poor. The African debate on structural adjustment in the r

1980s has also often occurred as though experience from another region and era had no

bearing.57 Yet in 1986-there was published a modest-looking study on Peru that uses

internal IMF material to teach two critical and sobering lessons.58 One is common to

much case material of the 1980s.59 IMF stabilization policies produce enormous social
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costs and, with stop-gap macro-economic manipulation, push the debt problems a little

farther into the future and squeeze out a few more interest payments for international

banks. The other lesson is historical. Six times since 1825 Peru has fallen into an

international debt trap, international capital has offered similar remedies, and the results

have never been developmental or sustainable. Must African states repeat this4

experience?

History has positive and constructive lessons as well. There was an important

experiment in self-reliant development in Paraguay between 1815 and 1840.60 Space

here permits brief review only of the most successful long-term effort by once poor

countries, an effort sustained for more than a century in which they moved from the

periphery to the industrial core and now rank 2nd, 4th, 6th and 11th in the world on

UNDP's new human development index. Denmark and the Scandinavian countries were

all poor countries in the early part of the 19th century exporting primary products like

wood to the nearby core power Britain. Africans should study what these societies did, a

carefully staged process of selective delinking for a period of time while building

relatively democratic politics and economics at home.61 Important contrasts can be

drawn with Irish and Uruguayan economic history, among many following the advice of

core powers and therefore staying poor.

The policies themselves are not particularly surprising. Long-term success came

from the quality, staging, and integration of economic and socio-institutional change. A

summary of 13 key elements follows.62

ECONOMIC POLICIES

(1) An early switch away from primary products to processed products

for export - ending enclaves and building dynamic links and a

national economy.

(2) Large-scale production working toward a local mass market.

(3) Innovative, continuous readaption to world market.

(4) Broadbased, import-substitution industrialization.
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SOCIAL AND POLITICAL POLICIES

(1) Defeudalization -- a smallholder policy and land reform so that

agricultural structure does not impede.

(2) Policies to produce moderate rather than gross inequality.

(3) Income distribution and environment for saving and productive

investment not conspicuous consumption.

(4) Developing a high average level of education.

(5) Public and private enterprise conditioned to take risk, and a

functional domestic credit system.

(6) Politically organized peasantry and labor party to counteract the

weight of urban interests, the state bureaucracy, etc.

(7) Spread of technological innovation to all sectors.

(8) Increasing democratization from political development - creating

thus a stable and legitimate political framework.

(9) Appropriate infrastructure development interlinking agriculture and

industry.

Each Scandinavian society followed a slightly different path. Denmark in the 19th

century, for example, managed defeudalization, the switch to agroprocessing, folk schools

with high levels of education, the self organization of rural cooperatives, and liberal

politics.

The export-led growth policies pursued by most African societies have in contrast

produced extraverted growth at best that has blocked balanced development and

generated inequality and fiscal crisis. In an ideal market, African exporters might only

grow at the rate Western buyers can absorb imports, a rate always far less than the

tangible development needs of African societies. Typically markets were less than ideal

as, for example, Zambia and Zaire discovered with the collapse of the world copper

price in the mid-1970s. Export-led policies endure for two primary reasons: unceasing

political and economic pressure and bribery from world-system agencies, because North-

South trade is inherently unequal exchange benefiting the higher waged, more
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technically advanced core power; and because certain vested interests profit in each

African society by such a status quo. It is futile to imagine reeducating the World Bank

and IMF, but Africans can work on redesigning their own economies.

Such a process should bring together local, national, and international analysts

with diverse comparative perspectives. As with any political and industrial restructuring,

it is important to plan each stage so that potential political support is maximized and

opposition minimized. An organized poor is the essential political foundation and

support for balanced development; but many social sectors will also do well in a

domestic mass market and each needs to see its role secure. The vision of a planned

market economy needs internal logic, enforceable rules changeable only through

democratic procedures, and frequent public accounting. Socially derived income

disparities must be legislated; no one has the right or need of unlimited wealth, or the

dream thereof in order to be productive. That is just a neurosis termed materialism.

Africans have and can again produce far healthier societies and people. Such social

planning has thus large political implications and indeed risks. It is not the first order of

business but instead a process that is built up to slowly from healthy foundations.

In sum, it is premature as well as presumptuous to offer prescription on the

contours of prices, markets, and balanced growth. Each society must undertake a

sustained, comparative historical inquiry, build up its empirical base and social planning

capacity, and create the political foundations for such change. It is to those foundations

the paper now turns.
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PART III. INTERMEDIATE INSTITUTIONS - KEY TO LOCAL SUCCESS

To argue for appropriate political decentralization and democratization in a

society where power is centralized and disagreement seen as subversion will not be easy."

Such a political culture is, however, a social creation of one socio-political formation with

a narrow and impractical view of power. By impractical, I am suggesting the enormous

inefficiencies described earlier in political system which must waste great resources on

internal security and various forms of propaganda to gain acquiescence. The quality of

development implementation suffers. Worst of all is the loss of the creative energies and

the underutilization of resources in most of the society. Among the most exciting aspects

of small successful group efforts are the new leadership skills created and the synergy in

the use of resources.

The core of the strategic argument for appropriate institutional decentralization

and participatory development is therefore a positive one,. The current scale of external

resources will not change much, so accelerating progress can only come by using

available resources far more productively. The great and largely untapped sources for

African societies are the labor and capital of many people at the local level. These are

the poor, now marginalized by the market, by institutions, by geography and most of all

by culture - patriarchy, the "idiocy of rural life" orientation, and the ''blame the victim"

ideology and stigmatization of the poor by which the non-poor psychologically divorce

themselves and mystify the systemic interconnections of the creation of wealth and

poverty. The poor do not invest more because they cannot do it with security of result.

Participation thus has both utilitarian and ethical dimensions. The poor should control

the processes of development in which they are involved in both because it is right and

because such a social process produces optimal results for the society as a whole.

In Part III the key questions therefore concern the best institutional environment

in which small group efforts by the poor will prosper and grow in a sustainable and

relatively self-reliant way. The discussion begins with the theory of mediation and

intermediacy; the modern fragmentation of the social sciences leaves many social

analysts with an unhelpful macro/micro framework. Some recent experiences in political

decentralization then illustrate many of the obstacles and some of possibilities. The
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prevailing institutional terrain of formal, informal and third sector activities offers a host

of strategic problems but also potential allies and some constituent elements of new

social and institutional formations. An ideal intermediate formations is then developed:

training and tasks; work culture; how it and its allies foster a healthy environment; and

how to evaluate the process, people, and institutions.

The issues and complexities of mediation are rarely considered in conventional

donor project material. Such projects make an implicit or explicit assumption that the

prevailing institutions -- line agencies, provincial and district authorities, and village

notables and cooperatives, sometimes supplemented with a project management unit --

will be effective in project implementation. Such projects conceive of development as a

linear expansion of the status quo. Political and economic institution are tools of a

minority, usually a small minority, tools used to maintain unequal exchanges.

A commodity expansion project by AID in the central Sudanese province of

Kordofan illustrates these institutional assumptions and common forms of slight

organizational modifications. The 3.2 million in this relatively isolated province make

major contributions to total Sudanese production of gum arabic, sesame, millet,

groundnuts, sorghum, camels, goats, sheep, and cattle. Great potential for expansion was

seen and a 1985 US$18 million project sought to improve marketing blockages, described

as "poor infrastructure and skewed markets that favor government and merchants over

producers." Resources were thus to go for improved roads, 7 warehouses, and a line of

agricultural credit.

The current informal credit system of sheil merchants is seen correctly as a major

drain for farmers who can lose exorbitantly on harvest loans as well as on wide

fluctuations at harvest times. The proposed credit may have helped some farmers at two

points in the process but not at others. Crop markets may seem competitive, but as both

a project paper annex and independent scholars note, some six to eight merchants in

each town have an effective oligopoly.64 Roads may diminish social and medical

isolation and encourage non-agricultural pursuits but, as local scholars have found, roads

also speed mechanization leading to rural polarization.65 Consider as well that the credit

line, supposed to go to small, mutually responsible groups, must be channeled through
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village cooperatives or farmers' unions of whose internal politics and organizational

makeup little was known by project proponents.

From this and many other possible examples it is clear that the rural poor need

their own intermediate institutions as both service organizations and as a defensive shield

from powerful political and economic forces. Such intermediate entities could not be

remotely affordable or scale efficient unless the rural poor were organized into small

groups working as a cooperative federation with one or more levels of service

organizations. Individual poor households or single small group projects are not usually

sustainable without a support system. The support system should be catalytic and

capacity-building for the poor; at the same time it needs to defend the organizations of

the poor.

The degree and nature of mediation varies with task and the level of antagonism

and insecurity in the social system. No magic formula exists, yet there should be a

conscious effort to relate task and scale of institutions. Large organizations, for example,

cannot be expected to assist individual poor people. Effectiveness, here and elsewhere,

is a function of a balance between power and legitimacy. All bureaucratic organizations,

including donors and states, exhibit some of the same generic drives; they pursue

security, control, and growth. Neither centralized political power nor centralized

institutional power appear legitimate to the marginal poor.

It is not simply a matter of political power and a lack of democratic participation.

Organizations also disempower by their work process and energy intensity.

Organizations have standard forms to be submitted by deadlines; that requires literacy,

transport and free time by would-be users. Funding leads to reports and deadlines even

within NGO projects; as the ORAP case reported earlier shows, even one of the more

competent intermediate organizations can find modest paperwork burdensome. In sum,

small groups of poor need intermediate organizations with many kinds of flexibilities,

work processes designed by and for the user. This will only come as a federation of small

group develop the skills to control their own intermediaries and the resources to fund

them.
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Appropriate decentralization is thus imperative on political, economic and cultural

grounds. Yet appropriateness will be a function of the needs of the actors in the

process. Recent African experiences with decentralization indicate that whatever the

political configuration, if the poor are not active, they will not be well served. Some

illustrations of different decentralization agendas and results follow from Zimbabwean,

Senegalese, and Tanzanian experience.

In the five years after political independence in April 1980 Zimbabwe was able to

expand food production and become self-sufficient in all but the worst drought year.66

The government was able and motivated to supply both large and small producers with

good prices and services. Government policy was in large measure a result of the

pressure from three well-organized and active farmers groups: the Commercial Farmers'

Union of about 4,000 large-scale white farmers; the Zimbabwe National Farmer's Union

with about 9,500 small commercial farmers, many original Purchase Land producers; and

a new umbrella organization, the National Farmers' Association of Zimbabwe, involving

about 100,000 communal area farmers through 2,530 clubs. Particularly on the issue of

maize, the interests of the three groups coincided. Small producers expanded production

to gain a major market share in four years.

Since clearly it is only the producer families which benefitted by this

democratizing of maize marketing, one interested in the rural poor would ask what of

the rest of the 850,000 families on communal lands. A 1980 plan was to promote land

reform and resettle 162,000 by 1985; by that date only 35,000 had moved and 11 percent

of the commercial land affected. Several reasons can be cited for the slowdown: social

conflict, lack of government support, unskilled management and unsettled land tenure all

hurt cooperative development; and many wanted individual farms and better services,

access to capital and technology. Government policy turned to the latter agenda as

politicians and line agencies heard from new voluntary organizations in the form of

savings clubs, not registered or subject to a government agency.

The Zimbabwe case illustrates that with even a modest organizational effort

different strata of farmers can decentralize agricultural policy making if the goals are

reasonably consonant with government policy. Such organizing, however, left behind
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many other social classes and groups from the landless and near-landless, to diverse

entrepreneurs, and more elastic productive units which could not prosper without a more

secure institutional niche and support network. Producing farmers are the easiest social

class to mobilize, and the results maintain or expand the marginalization of many.

Partially offsetting are some kinds of rural services with general community benefit;

consider as well, however, the spatial equity of such programs.

Senegal, along with Tanzania, has had extensive experimentation with top-down

approaches to decentralization since independence. As a brief history illustrates it was

never able to escape its political and institutional heritage of government as tutor.67

Policy goals in the early 1960s were appealingly developmental. Senghor's African

Socialism would create self-governing cooperatives and rural communes; the state would

assist for a transitional period and then wither away. In practice new district and local

authorities did not escape the control of the N^nisirjLQfJnterigr. The cooperatives were

created by fiat from on high, supervised by state agents, and conducted in the colonial

language; the poor were not empowered. Only Animation Rurale among new rural

programs was concerned with local self-organization, and it was soon a marginal activity.

The fall of Mamadou Dia at the end of 1962 reversed political momentum.

Government took more direct control over communal institutions, especially financial

matters; this could not have done other than diminish local pride. Cooperatives were

moved under the umbrella of a national agency, ONCAD, and then attached to a state

peanut marketing board. In neither this environment nor the one created by a host of

new regional development agencies in the late 1960s and 1970s were peasants given or

able to gain any sense of ownership. Farmers groups had to meet regulations to get any

support services; they could be sanctioned yet could not get any compensation for state

malfeasance. All other forms of local association were also regulated.

The early 1980s saw a new era of institutional reform as a response to extensive

critique of state agencies as paternalistic and ineffective. The initiatives looked on the

surface decentralist: rural communities and councils for every region; more local power

to cooperatives; more latitude for voluntary organizations; and less state bureaucratic

presence. However, the state held on to both political and financial control of local
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councils through the sub-prefect. New smaller cooperatives had the potential of more '

participatory practice but appeared still rulebound creations of the state. More hopeful

were the end of ONCAD and some regional agencies, opening local political space, and

the growing toleration of independent grassroots efforts and NGO initiatives.

The Senegalese experience indicates the long-term sustainability of political and

bureaucratic imperatives for control in a political dynamic involving continuous external

support from aid donors and the absence of any preexistent and enduring indigenous

opposition. The dynamic was only slightly modified in the 1980s by donor pressure for

structural reform. Tolerance of local self-help initiatives like Six-S does not

fundamentally change the dynamics. African states without resources or personnel can \

profit in all ways by the horizontal expansion of local self-help groups involved in

income-generating activities, communal infrastructure and social development. In the

economic stagnation and debt crisis of the 1980s much of this was happening in many

African states without any overall vision or plan. It is possible, however, to consider, #s

will shortly be attempted, a different kind of political dynamic, that between state and f

development federation with foreign donors ultimately playing a more developmental

role.

A third country which has experimented and debated decentralist and more

participatory theory and practice is Tanzania. The literature thereon cannot be

adequately addressed here.69 Some of the main episodes, however, will be useful in

showing that even very extensive decentralization orchestrated by the state is not by itself

sufficient to empower the rural poor or substantially improve their livelihood.

In the early years of independence Tanzania pursued a mixed agricultural policy

without major institutional changes. It sought to make more extension services available,

not always appropriately. Settlement schemes were begun, capitalist farms encouraged

under state aegis, and top-down cooperatives tried. While overall production rose, the

unmet human needs of many and the transformational philosophy of the country's

president led to a 1967 policy shift known as the Arusha Declaration. It called for

ujamaa or village socialism based on voluntary participatory principles. However, the
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state bureaucracy and ruling party, what some call the bureaucratic bourgeoisie, had

different agendas.

An early and important indication of this political conflict was the 1969

destruction of an autonomous experiment in participatory development, the Ruvuma

Development Association. Begun in Litowa in 1963, it spread to 17 villages and

ultimately involved about 400 families. It made significant advances in health and

education and small industry development. Resentment against state demands to grow

tobacco was the early point of conflict. As the Ruvuma Association grew in terms of

control over local education and industry, buying the local grain mill and sawmill, it

engendered opposition from local party leaders. In following Nyerere's principles the

Association overcame local obstacles and elicited both Nyerere's support and that of

expatriates. But regional politicians and bureaucrats saw not the expanding productivity

and welfare but a decline in their own significance and power. When in mid-1969

glowing reports arrived of party sponsored villagization in the Rufiji Valley, party

officials were able to take this alternative to the Central Committee and ratify the

destruction of the Ruvuma Development Association, which then followed.

Rufiji is part of the early era of ujamaa implementation, 1969-1972, comprising

several types of new village development: some very committed communal work; some

corruptly fashioned to extract government services; and others started by government

planners. Government rationale was that villagers were now too scattered so that

education, health, marketing, or agricultural extension services were too expensive. New

villages would be far more cost-effective. Many practical and political problems had to

be faced, most critically transformation of capitalist farms, whose owners naturally

resisted. The turning point was the Christmas Day 1971 murder of Klerru, a Regional

Commissioner and perhaps the most able local organizer and advocate of communal

labor. The 1972 TANU policy statement on agriculture then argued for technical not

institutional solutions or challenges to large-scale maize farmers.

Villagization moved forward rapidly in the mid 1970s. It was coupled with

measures to eliminate potential alternative institutional voices for villagers, dissolving the

local Government Administration structure in 1972 and the cooperative unions in 1976.
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The result was to leave the village at the bottom of a bureaucratic hierarchy over which

villagers had little say. Declining producer prices throughout the 1970s is a clear

commentary. Recreation of cooperative unions and local government was carefully

managed by local elites and the Party in the early 1980s. The poor producers remain

marginal in all formal institutions.

Tanzania's experience illustrates the enormous difficulties and costs of mixing

democratic rhetoric and corporatist practice. Nyerere and some allies may have believed

that ujamaa was the optimal way to retain the loyalty and unity of the ruling class and try

to meet basic needs in villages.69 Yet production faltered, poverty grew and so did

regional disparities in the 1970s. Worse is the loss of all the local creativity and the

growth of alienation because of the class nature of available institutions. What a

different world Tanzania would be and what an educational example the world would

have if the Ruvuma Development Association had been able or had the foresight to

build better political alliances and had strong mediating institutions to defend itself so

that it became the national model.

The unsurprising conclusion from the decentralization experience of Zimbabwe,1

Senegal, and Tanzania is that the existing institutional terrain between the national level1

and the village tendsto represent the prevailing social, political, and cultural formations.

In particular the party and bureaucratic elite as well as the well-to-do farmers and

traders are likely to be well represented, if not directly active, in the implementation of

public policy and "development" projects that are ratified by the larger system. Yet even

in the most inhospitable environment there are spaces for political action. The

underlying strategic principle can be stated in several ways: society is a composite of

conflicting value systems; there are cracks in the world-system; or exploit the

contradictions of capitalism. Intermediate institutions for the poor will have to interact

with, build tactical and long-term alliances, defend against, and draw upon at least four

groups of institutional actors: line agencies of the state; state and local government;

local political and economic elites; and local associations, NGOs, cultural groups, and

similar independent group activities. Before we address the ideal intermediate

institution, its tasks and general enabling activities, it would be wise to consider issues of
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political strategy that affect every stage of the institutional development of federations of

groups of the poor.

Some general contexts and issues of political practice serve as a preface. While

there is some literature on the political dilemmas of small groups, there is apparently no

serious study or collection of case material on the political strategies of development-

focussed social movements in Africa; cultural, military, and political mobilizations have

been studied but their contexts are only partially comparable. So each venture should be

considered in part an action-research project in contemporary history. Conventional

society repeats the same mistakes endlessly, but social movements cannot afford to,so

they must be effective learners.

All of the formal institutions in the arena have a history, a historical memory and

a way that such history is articulated. In many situations there have been or are ongoing

NGO projects. These institutional histories and their perception of such small projects

will affect how preexisting institutions will receive a new project proposal. How has this

district been favored or discriminated against by the larger system? How have local

institutions dealt with unusual or re-occurring crises like drought? How has the meaning

and practice of power - cultural, economic, political ~ changed in recent decades? Have

any other local institutions offered any tangible program for the poorest social segments

in recent times? In brief each new development federation will have to grow in a

specific social and historical context. The people who know this history are the local

residents. Part of the early preparatory effort must thus be participatory research, a

joint venture to dig their own history.

Line agencies are under many kinds of pressures as street level bureaucrats with

huge responsibilities and finite resources. Provincial and district personnel are

sometimes indigenous to the area and/or develop some local loyalties, loyalties which

may or may not be to any specific part of the local power structure. Such personnel,

however, are often moved from one district to another, which expands the amount of

political work for the intermediate organization. In either case the basic appeal should

not be made on primordial loyalty but on logic and cost-effectiveness. The existence of a

competent development federation of the poor makes the jobs of technical line agency
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personnel easier, pleasanter, and more efficient. Development federations will find it

possible to build up their own technical and market knowledge only so far; certain roles

will need to be played by larger institutions. There is thus a natural division of

responsibility. Cooperative links could be built in a non-threatening way.

Provincial, district, and local government are usually described as comprising

those segments of economic and cultural elites in the ruling party or most desirous and

successful at acquiring political positions for private agendas. There are classic case

studies on this theme for Zaire and Zambia, inter alia, and on the general reproduction

of inequality in Africa.70 Yet like institutions in all areas of society, local governments

are social creations at a particular moment in history. Few are without factions and

competing internal agendas. These levels of state structure are also under pressure to

mediate between state demands and local realities and to respond to local ecological

crisis and famine. Development federations of the poor need at least political space and

tolerance without cooptation. In most political dialogues there should be some areas of

common interest. It cannot be prideful to preside over a stagnant community with vast

human needs unmet; conversely there are multiple community benefits in most real

development activities. It cannot be pleasant to wait fruitlessly for central states to bring

"development" while the most energetic young men and women migrate for employment

and challenge. There is clearly room and appeal for an alternative vision.

Much of the same dialogue can be attempted with local economic elites whose

interests may be affected sooner or later. Flexible strategy is in order. Inevitably a few

will view any development movement by the poor as a direct threat to control over credit

and market systems. In some cases resource redistribution is inevitable. In such

situations timing and style are of the essence. Worth serious study is the negotiating and

networking style of the Grameen Bank in Bangladesh which must confront rich

landlords, moneylenders, and patriarchy on a regular basis.71 There are important

lessons there on the power of group suasion, of networking in the power structure, and

building healthy foundations and vertical alliances before challenging power structures.

No African society has a rich universe of non-governmental organization (NGOs),

youth groups, rural associations or unions and other institutions ready and skilled enough
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to become intermediate organizations for a development federation of the poor. Yet

there are in each society many potential allies and institutions, or fragments thereof, that

could take on specific local responsibilities, some nearly immediately and some with

varying amounts of further training. The world of African NGOs, like that of their

expatriate colleagues, is highly diverse. In general there is little or no oversight or

evaluation capability built into conventional NGO activity. The personnel for the new

intermediate institutions must go through regular evaluation and have opportunity for

advance and reward. One cannot sustain a high quality service organization on good

values and voluntary effort.

As a preliminary step to putting several institutions and activists together to create

a draft curriculum for political, institutional, and cultural education and community

organizing training, it would be well to prepare some institutional profiles and

assessments of current training and field activities of local NGOs. By melding the work

of savvy indigenous social critics, many of the key people, institutions, and evaluation

questions for this initial training will become visible.

With strategy to survive environmentally and with at least minimally qualified

staff, it is time to posit a vision of the ideal intermediate institutional framework, how it

might be funded and what tasks it should take on. The institutional vision begins,

unsurprisingly with a division of tasks: the number and complexity of tasks suggests at

least two levels of support organizations for the development catalyst and local groups or

base organizations.72

Tasks might be broken down like this. A larger number would work directly with

development catalysts and local groups to provide day to day assistance.One such

institution might help eight to 15 local groups with a full-time staff of three to six. These

paraprofessionals should not be expected to handle very technical issues or the

bureaucratic needs and political issue created by outside agencies and other social forces.

The third level of the development federation would take on these tasks with technically

and legally skilled personnel. Depending on population and terrain there might be one

or several per political district. For those in primary health care, this institutional model

will look very familiar.
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Resource and personnel to begin these two kinds of intermediate organizations

will have to come primarily from external sources at the beginning. As quickly as

possible local people should assume many but not all roles. Many kinds of detailed

social learning inherent to any successful project activity depend upon people making

others involved sensitive to local realities. Yet it is also important that some staff

represent varied cultural backgrounds. Young school leavers with rural roots and poor

urban prospects will respond well to a socially meaningful challenge. Development

academics and line agency personnel would benefit from such a sabbatical yet they might

resist or resent some of the necessary training. The best of indigenous and foreign NGO

personnel could be appealed to as could some of the technically qualified Peace Corps

volunteers from various countries.

Initial funding might be hard to find but would not be very great. Salaries would

be pegged to local conditions not elite or international standards. Costs per person

would be far lower than government or even NGO activity. At a rough estimate, one

local federation could total 103 positions: one central resource entity, eight to ten local

service organizations each assisting multiple development catalysts and base

organizations. It could cost in the range of $50,000 to $60,000 a year, plus start up and

activity costs like a line of small credit. Multiple forms of empowerment would reach

5,000 to 8,000 people. Over time, perhaps as soon as eight to ten years (and thus a good

evaluation criteria) such federations should become relatively self-reliant. Self-reliance

here means that local organizations should be able to generate new resources and

income and villagers feel so well served by the federation that they are willing to invest

regularly in its maintenance.

The search for start-up resources will be difficult for whatever consortium of

academics, NGOs, a national development foundation, and local activists each country or

region creates. Most donors have political and ideological strings. Parts of the UN

system could be approached, especially ILO/WEP, FAO/ROAP, and UNICEF which

are already funding activities very like this. The Nordic bilateral agencies, some

European and American NGOs, and the African Development Foundation are also

obvious possibilities. With education, one might promote diverse fundraising efforts in
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industrial countries: one possibility appeals to crisis situations and uses popular music

events; more sustainable would be an annual month long development education

program combined with fundraising on national and local media in different industrial

countries; the sister-city linkage now used sporadically might be better mobilized.

Banks, corporations, major donors, and governments might seem far easier

choices for resources. They are. But without a large amount of preparatory education

and a sustainable social movement it is difficult to get any of these organizations to

pursue more than their own short-term interests. Some of the national development

foundations in Latin America have been able to use resources from the more socially

responsible private businesses. One clever mechanism is to use loan guarantees from

such companies to lever more lending capital for small industry from a reluctant banking

system. In sum there are a number of funding options and once several federations have

made tangible progress in ending poverty in one region, other funding sources will be

more willing.

Funding will not be the only hard challenge for the intermediate organization.

Working oneself out of a job is always a severe challenge; here the task is, as

David Korten has suggested, "to exert influence over people for the purpose of building

their capacity to control their own lives."73 At the same time the social form

organization must not reproduce new forms of elitism; it must instead be a nurturing,

post patriarchal work culture supporting both specific task achievement and the creative,

risk-taking behavior needed to overcome many ambiguities and obstacles. The specific

tasks can be grouped under eight headings: service delivery, education; community

organization; advocating and expediting; referral; recordkeeping; data collection and

analysis; and demonstrating and testing.74

Community organizing is the central task of the development catalyst and thus an

issue in Part IV. Here the support roles begin with an initial formalized training period.

The Grameen model has much to recommended it. Learning by immersion and

participatory research should preface any formal field assignment. If the development

catalysts are recruited locally, there are multiple advantages; skills learned stayed in the

community and can be built on indefinitely The village does not lose the social
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investment of other villagers at whatever pace they become involved, since the catalyst

remains. Yet it is crucial that the base organization develop its own leadership skills and

development vision. In some situations there may not appear right away an interested

and capable local citizen. Experiments have also done well with couples and other

individuals with rural backgrounds.

Besides training and facilitating capital and resources for true development

catalyst, much of the work of both levels of intermediate organizations falls into the

category of education.Development is a permanent learning experience not the transfer

of specific technical knowledge from one more learned to one less so. One means of

empowerment is books. Each development federation needs a core research and social

change library and each local center a modest library of practical titles and others in

appropriate languages to give moderately literate villagers the chance to build their

dreams. Literacy classes should be considered in every possible venue where local

school systems falls short.

Expanding primary health system must be another strong focus. Intermediate

organizations need to facilitate funding and training of village health care workers,

agitate with the national health system and any other potential donors for the needed

clinics and supplies, and engage in open-ended advocacy for preventive approaches to

medical care. There are a number of good anthologies on participatory health practices

and system.75 The decentralized low cost mixture of Eastern and Western remedies

developed by the North Vietnamese between 1954 and 1978 deserves particular study.

Literate and healthycitizens^contemplating new productive possibilities, improving

market conditions ?or alternative credit mechanisms face a very major series of obstacles

in the legal system, especially as articulated by local elites to preserve privilege and

exclude the poor. Without challenge, mobilization can be forestalled, information cut

off, local group enterprises impoverished, etcetera. A growing field of literature on law

and development has, however, marshalled case studies and practical procedures to show

how, through research and clinics, to get paralegal resources into the hands of base

organizations. Each development federation needs such skills, so it should facilitate and

support creation of regional training centers. There are likely to be substantive local
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conflicts from time to time; the federation needs to broaden choices beyond violence or

inaction and be able to provide a range of alternative and intermediate strategies like

civil disobedience and traditional conflict-resolution.

Many other kinds of educational capacity-building will keep the development

federation personnel busy. More technical aid is needed so building knowledge on

African and global experience in appropriate technology is called for. Another task will

be to monitor many kinds of regional and national economic conditions. Over time

when good bonds of trust develop between intermediate and base groups, the former will

also get involved in more formal local participatory research on specific economic issues.

One other area of educational capacity-building merits attention here as in

Part IV. If the development federation is trying to promote real development and thus

an equitable, post-patriarchal and ecologically sustainable culture, it must encourage an

internal work culture and practice to match its publicly stated goals. This means that in

daily interchanges, in meetings, in work assignments, in hiring, in promotion and all

other organizational processes there should be no discrimination of any kind -- gender,

ethnic group, age, pedigree and so forth. Indeed there should be regular internal

consciousness-raising on these difficult terrains. It does no good to reflect that such

problems are endemic the world over. Rural Africans must not marginalize half their

society because they are women. A representative number of visible women

professionals in the development federation will send powerful development messages

throughout the region. The absence of women staff will remain a sober commentary on

the quality and potential of the federation to end rural poverty.

The stress in the last few pages on the educational work of the intermediate

organizations is not to downplay the activities more directly focussed on material

livelihood. Local organizations will identify small credit, infrastructure development,

environmental regeneration, small industry, agricultural marketing, and similar projects

as being primary. It is important in any group effort to have successful income

generation early in its development because long-term volunteer efforts are very hard to

sustain. There are a number of institutional models available if local groups decide on

one type of project. Each federation must build its education on alternative credit
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experiences, Grameen and others; the ILO/WEP will have much of use here. Yet it is

not clear that each federation should become just a local office of a larger African

version of a group credit effort. The ORAP centers of technology transfer, the rural

service and growth centers in Malawi and Zimbabwe suggest different models.

Prescription from far away seems illogical given the impact of local material conditions

and felt needs on federation activities.

That the resulting organization may be a hybrid - part school, part bank, part

agricultural research center, part something else ~ is not a bad idea. One consideration

is costs. At the local and intermediate levels most districts cannot afford very many

development service workers in the short run. It is not realistic for a small number of

local groups to meet the costs of a health care worker, local bank agent, and agricultural

extension agent. Local organizations need to build their own skills in all areas and

expect the development federation to have greater skills and the ability to facilitate

access to even greater specialized knowledge and help.

A second compelling argument for a hybrid form is that it provides the best

building block in creating the capability for socially responsible regional planning. The

internal dialogues in the federation and between the federation staff and local groups

will uncover competing priorities and the relative intensity of each. The federation's

efforts to create organic intellectuals and democratic practice should lead to larger social

visions, to multi-federation dialogues and to regional planning efforts. Such efforts will

be far more legitimate and practical than elite blueprints based quite often on brief rural

development tourism. The poor need balanced regional development not more uneven

growth encouraging migration. The best way to get such results is to take charge of both

planning and implementation.

Evaluation of a development federation over time will not be easy, as many

products are not easily quantifiable. Yet the federation and its staff must be accountable

to the people it serves, to its initial hinders and to society. Not-for-profit third sector

activities fall in the cracks, but interdisciplinary researchers have continued to improve

the theory and practice of social program evaluation76. Some of their findings are
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summarized here because many still think of-evaluation as a discreet, post-project

exercise to quantify results and assign blame.

Evaluation is a sociopolitical process involving stakeholders and evaluators in a

continuous construction and reconstruction of the social product and its meaning. Data

collecting and valuation cannot be separated or value-free. Local perspectives and

participative process are intrinsic if the results are to have local utility. Evaluation is

never a finished product but rather an open-ended multi-directional educational effort

that should raise more questions than it answers. Evaluation should be a collaborative

exercise in educational empowerment and sharing accountability. Yet there also need to

be mechanisms of peer review, redress, and some boundaries of expected performance,

at least until local groups have established their own sense of standards.

The political practicality of such development federations rests in sum on a

number of variables: the energy and ability of a group of activists to raise initial funds;

the sophistication of political strategies and negotiations with other institutional actors;

and the quality of services provided and the material success of local groups that would

provide open-ended funding. Leadership is also crucial; in a review of 18 of the most

successful projects worldwide, quality leadership and political vision played a big role.

The federation vision has sought to learn both from success and from the failures of

recent decentralization experience. One new survey of such cases concluded with four

principles of effective practice: appropriately small size to make local self-governance

practical; wide latitude of autonomy to meet expressed needs; formal legal expression

that cannot be unilaterally revoked from on high; and primary accountability to local

people.78 The federation meets three of four criteria. It would mutually be vulnerable

to state repression and thus, as discussed, has the need to network in the power

structure.

Political practicality depends in part on local legitimacy and part on strategic

wisdom and creativity as discussed, but there are also more general environmental

influences that the federations can constructively modify. Federations can create a range

of development education material for local schools and media, especially case material

on success. They can do a variety of investigative reporting to see where social services
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and markets are particularly flawed and start in motion change processes. Some

societies call this the ombudsman role. They can make particular effort to break down

the cultural prisons hobbling women. It is clear from a generation of experience that

even small successful women's projects run into chauvinist boundaries.79 Unless this

becomes a major issue in development education and public advocacy, the work of the

development catalyst at the local level will remain very difficult. That work, in any case,

will not be at all easy, as Part IV now chronicles.
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PART IV. LOCAL ORGANIZATIONS AND CITIZEN EMPOWERMENT

The local practice of participatory development has been studied and illustrated

by a body of literature and case material that has grown appreciably over the 1980s.80 In

the main this outpouring has been ignored by politically dominant conservative activists

in the industrial world whose notions of policy reform are macroeconomic in nature.

One microeconomic text has, however, had great political impact in "development"

discourse in recent years: Hernando De Soto (1988) The Other Path: The Invisible

Revolution in the Third World. Based on urban Peruvian evidence, he argues that

microenterprise is the solution to Third World poverty. He finds that it is being

practiced on a very wide scale in urban informal sectors and that government

intervention in the market is the major block to its expansion. It is a partially true and

politically convenient argument, myopic to concentrated market power. In this era as in

several others one could devote much attention to various liberal and conservative

debates on the nature and utility of "participation" in development. Much more needed

is practical prescription and discussion of political complexities.

Thus this section gives short shrift to intellectual debates and turns immediately to

the complexities of different kinds of marginalization and disempowerment processes at

the local level. For if participatory development is to succeed in practice it cannot

mystify or ignore subtle aspects of politics, economics or culture. Practice then begins by

participatory research and preparation by the poor for small group action with the

assistance of a development catalyst. Group formation, internal work culture, and

external economic and political strategies of small groups are the subsequent practical

topics.

By way of preface it should be noted that Africans have always had many forms of

group activity. Precolonial institutions included the clan, age-set, brotherhood and

diverse communal aid efforts. Colonialism and the market fractured some and helped

generated new cultural, political and economic ties: the Christian churches in Kenya and

elsewhere; the Islamic brotherhood in Senegal; unions in Zambia; farmers* groups in

Zimbabwe and many others. Many kinds of patrilineal and matrilineal extended families

survive to this day. Some households exist in nuclear families, but none is an island unto
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itself. For production, reproduction, and circulation it is common to find variable

networks of cooperative activity. Thus the contexts of poverty will not be just lack of

labor power, productive resources, or market outlet, they will also include past and

present social ties. Such ties may be preserving a modest state of livelihood, working

over time to expand livelihood in a predictable way (as in some pastoral societies), or

conversely maintaining or expanding cultural or structural inequality. Samples of how

such social ties reproduce themselves in development efforts illustrate some of the major

challenges development catalysts face in entering villages and trying to mobilize the poor

for self-help.

Typically one or more forms of inter-personal and local institutional inequalities

interact with ecological and resource limits and with a series of more systemic

inequalities created by cash cropping, commercialization, imperfect markets, state

investments and growth projects. In brief, analysis of inequality demands social and

systemic context. Clientage exists in many forms, routinized with long-term reciprocities

expected in extended families or reproduced in seasonal labor ties. Unequal market

relations and service access shows up in rural trade of consumer goods, in money -

lending, and in selling to oligopolists or state marketing agencies. The talents affect ~

those that have, get ~ is particularly evident in unequal cattle holding, unequal transport,

credit, and storage facilities, and the use of political or cultural office. Within the family

or clan, patriarchy and age discrimination work to disadvantage women and the young.

A few examples will drive home the challenges for the development catalyst.

Donors have been impressed with traditional elements of social responsibility built

into Bambara village groups in Mali. A rural development project, village funds, was

initiated in 1982 in the Segou district. Yet anthropologists during the project design and

elsewhere reported that the internal village structures are not models of equity. The

principal of anciennete. family settlement data, ordered social relations. The council of

wise men and thence a village assembly of heads of households played subsidiary roles.

Several kinds of self-help groups, or ton, did pursue cooperative work. At its best, the

tradeoff is political inequality and patriarchy for a measure of economic security. The
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arrival of monetary relations is in the processing of undermining reciprocal norms and

thus the justification of the social system.81

Pastoral societies incorporate inequality in very complex ways which can also be

undone by market forces. The Bara are a pastoral people on the south central part of

Madagascar.82 In the 1960s the Bara practiced a mixed economy of cattle, rice, and

some specialty production all geared to family security rather than maximum wealth.

Patrilineal corporate groups took part in a complex bridewealth and cattle exchange

system useful for social security, social control, and tax avoidance. Such a system renders

conventional economic accounting dubious. Households suffering setbacks in one season

or activity could bounce back by hard work and certain exchange mechanisms. Wealth

divisions existed but seemed to create little social division or affect basic livelihood.

In the early 1970s the abolition of the cattle head tax and the expanding urban

market for unpounded rice brought an economic boom. But rice processing was an

income supplement for poorer families and a means of economic levelling. At the same

time market price differences diminished between first and second year cows; intensive

herding of yearlings had been another avenue to regain economic security. Ending the

head tax on cattle diminished local social control; with higher cattle prices, some now

turned to rustling. Again it was the poor who were most vulnerable. Without knowing

what constitutes an extended household, its incentive structures and transactional

obligations, it would be very hard to take part in prescribing good development solutions.

Such discussions could be continued indefinitely with both published and

unpublished anthropological and sociological field research on rural Africa.83 The work

structure and norms of the "development" industry are such that little of this work is

considered in actual practice. It is unreasonable to think that development catalysts and

others in the development federation will have the time and resources to acquire and

read all of the relevant field work. Processes must be developed, however, to

disseminate the best works and review articles on much else. Contrary to the

conventional wisdom of community organizers, not everything worth knowing or

necessary can be learned in the field. As the above case material sought to indicate

there are too many fields with too many complexities. As development catalysts design
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their own open-ended training, they should try to keep some balance and dialogue

between different kinds of learning.

Learning is the first stage of participatory practice. It precedes any form of

institution-building or resource transfer. The quality and quantity of learning far exceeds

that of conventional project work. Bright ideas and quality citizenship by motivated

people are to be used in place of high technology and foreign capital to end poverty.

Learning has content, process, style and purpose. Here the purpose is empowerment of

the poor, to improve their own livelihood through consciousness raising, skill

development, institution-building, labor, and investment. This discussion moves first to

some of the preliminary curriculum for the catalyst and then to the steps and style of

participatory research.

The world curriculum has an unfortunate connotation of having bounded edges.

Education for the catalyst has no bounds -- philosophy, history, culture, art, institutions,

psychology, material culture and so forth. Yet there are some aspects of personal style

and some analytical terrains that need at least some coverage. There is space for a few

issues here; others have and will expand on the catalyst's education at length.84 In every

region a catalyst will face villages with specific cultural patterns and historical experience

with markets and aid projects. Yet villages will not have an endless number of internal

political configurations. It is both possible and useful to consider some generic ways in

which power and resources are organized and the kinds of strategic questions one might

face in entering such a village for dialogue with and organizing by the poor. Reflecting

on such a village topology will at least start consideration of how organizations of the
ar

poor could survive and prosper in different kinds of nondemocratic settings.

The relatively isolated hierarchical village with little market contact is still fairly

common. Power rests with an oligarchy which controls allocation of most productive

resources and uses patronage and religion as cultural justification for inequality. The

poor live at or near subsistence and feel resigned to or satisfied by prevailing security

measures. Yet their situation is not stable as the radical changes of market forces attest.

Elites may look upon any outsider as a threat. Focus of initial education and group
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effort may have to be a cultural, religious or even athletic activity. The catalyst needs to

work slowly from where people are. All cultural systems have development components.

Religion, for example, is not necessarily a force for the status quo and a support

of vested interests. There are examples of social mobilization using elements from a

number of major traditions, Islamic teachings for movements in Senegal, for example.

The key point is not to start with a vision of dramatic cultural change but to start where

people are and use religion as a terrain of consciousness raising. The catalyst must

prepare well:

know the authentic teachings of people's religion;

understand the progressive role of religion in the

socio-historic context in which it came to a

society, and discuss these with the people;

look for positive values in people's religion in

today's context, and invoke them to promote

peoples' action in a progressive direction

without rejecting their faith;

expose false teachings of religion by vested interests,

and initiate reflections by the people on the

motivation behind such abuse of religion as a

part of an awareness-raising effort.86

There is no obvious incompatibility between religious faith and realizing one's own

creative potential to expand livelihood.

In relatively egalitarian and isolated social units or villages, there are potentially

less immediate political problems. There is shared poverty with communal mechanisms

more or less functional depending on drought and ecological limits. People are likely to

be used to cooperative efforts for specific purposes and open to more. The obstacles are

going to be more technical and ecological than social in nature. Health and literacy

initiatives may be well received. A greater challenge for the catalyst will be working

through the tradeoffs for different levels and kinds of self-reliance. The logic and

benefits of the prevailing cropping system must be clear before suggestions of changes

that greatly diminish self-reliance. Yet self-reliance will lesson as market pressures grow,

so the implications of each stage need clarification for equity and sustainability.
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There are more and more villages of recent creation. These immigrant villages

reflect local economies influx or transition around major cities or new transport links.

Sadly as well such villages are also at many border areas, signifying the prevalence of

war and political oppression. There has been a general donor agency approach to such

settlements called disaster relief, treating residents as incompetent victims. An extremely

valuable evaluation of programs for Uganda refugees in Sudan also illustrates the

effectiveness of participatory research in mobilizing refugees to new ventures.87 The

catalyst must be skilled at social bridge building as base organizations will not grow

quickly from multiple cultures.

The stratified smallholder village, whose activity is geared to exporting, creates

substantial political challenges for a catalyst and small group effort. Social position and

identity may well be defined in small increments of wealth dividing middle and

smallholders. Multiple outside links for inputs and markets would create more vertical

alliances for village elite; they would also be more conscious of the implications of local

social change. The poor are likely to lack productive resources and thus to hire out their

labor at whatever local wages are possible. This is a particularly conflictual environment

for a development catalyst, one that require long-term vertical and horizontal

development education, defensive alliances, and modest initial steps.

Africa has many communities where the resource base is now so poor that male

members emigrate for extended periods leaving women the predominant food producer.

An IFAD project, Lesotho Local Initiatives, found that in Quthing district, three-quarters

of 18,750 households were women headed. Most fared poorly even with remittances

from husbands. After extensive participatory research, the project will develop

intermediate service organizations as the long-term key link between local groups and

government. Part of the effort will be directed at agricultural production via a low-input

package, on-farm adaptive research, crop trials and soil conservation. Another

significant part is off-farm development by group process and adaptive participatory

development of artisanal skills. It is as good a combination of institutional, farm and off-

farm development as is conceivable. The project paper should be part of African

development curriculum. There are even more resource and environmentally stressed
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villages where the catalyst must invest great energies into tapping a resource network for

alternatives, while at the same time exploring the practicality of small-scale ecological

renewal and the political economy of why there has not heretofore been incentive for

such activity.

Africa has one further type of local community, one on or near a plantation and

controlled by it. It is a particularly nondemocratic political culture well protected by

national and international capital. A development catalyst or even one nearby

development federation has no immediate chance for change. A longer process of multi

level education on worker owned and managed enterprises -- their comparative

productivity, equity, and institutional effectiveness - must persuade various state actors.

Real development in most situation is not quick and easy; plantations will be one of the

hardest milieu.

This small foray into one area of the education of a catalyst (promoter, animator,

etcetera in other studies) illustrates again that there is no substitute for substantial local

learning if one wants even to understand the issues, never mind implement sustainable

solutions. Thus with only a finite amount of such educational preparation, the catalyst

can only hope to be partially prepared. A crucial consideration then becomes the

psychological disposition, confidence, and interpersonal skill of the catalyst, habits of a

lifetime but also skills than can and will improve with practice.

These issues of style have been the subject of various workshop discussions.89

Honesty in all communication is one element. The goal is empowering education.

Lecturing, leading, providing the answers, being autocratic or partisan or disparaging,

these are not empowering interactions. A catalyst enters a community to share as a

friend, even a model, is comfortable with his (or her) limits, admits mistakes and

ignorance, and seeks through more and less organized ways to create the chance for

educational dialogue on felt needs and problems, how they have been addressed or

ignored and what might be alternative options. It is not a process of guiding or

manipulating but of facilitating; that is truly a fine line, an art that will take practice.

A catalyst, after as much reflection in these and other diverse issues of substance

and style, enters a village for an initial period of observation, inquiry, dialogue,
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networking, and overall exploration. The process is termed participatory research, a

mutual dialogue leading to a social construction of a shared reality. The techniques and

arenas vary widely from small group discussion and individual dialogue to public

meetings, community seminars, audiovisual material and popular theater and even

educational retreat camps. There is now a wide body of case material and practical

literature to supplement the classic study of Bhoomi Sena.90 The common goal is I think

still best summarized in Brazilian educator Paolo Freire's definition of conscientization:

a process "in which men, not as recipients but as knowing subjects, achieve a deepening

awareness of the sociological reality which shapes their lives and their capacity to

transform that reality."91

There are clearly many topics that could serve usefully to deepen sociological

awareness: human need; conflict; process and relationship; family social relations;

community relations and much else. Marginalized people, for example, live in a world of

conflict. Small group discussions could begin with vignettes to sharpen a collective

consciousness about patterns of conflict, conflict resolution, oppression, winners and

losers. Types of conflict, arenas of conflict, uneven access to resources, the legal basis of

oppression and much more come into such discussion. Are women to hold separate

discussions indefinitely and thus reinforce prevailing discrimination? Patriarchy will not

end overnight, but it must start to end at this stage as must other forms of

discrimination.92 A healthy system begins with healthy foundations.

From participatory research to small group formation is the huge terrain of

community organizing for which no short discussion does justice. Individual poor

households fare poorly against concentrated power. A small group of 8 and 15

households, acting together to build group skills to gain access to resources, can expand

productive activities and defend their material and political gains. Effective groups are

not appointed but instead are self-selected through a period of shared struggle and

learning. A catalyst may help to facilitate this process, some by planning a sequence of

steps, some by use of spontaneous situations. Mary Racelis has summarized the generic

principles of group organizing as elegantly as possible:
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1. People generally act on the basis of their self-interest.

2. People move from simple, concrete, short-term personal issues to more

complex, abstract, long-term and systemic issues over time.

3. The Establishment reacts in ways that give people the opportunity to

become angry and militant.

4. Tactics against the powerful should be within the experience of the

powerless and outside the experience of the powerful.

5. Through the organizing process, people make their own decisions.93

Through such a process participation becomes real, the logic of joining is clear >

and people develop a personal stake in the outcome. Groups come from comparable

background and select leaders with similar interests; a major survey of more than 200

groups in Asia found that the key to successful groups was not the advent of credit or

new technology but in fact the ability of groups to prevent elites from joining and

dominating. Leadership evolves from group process and is earned. Groups organize for

felt needs, goals that members invest in emotionally. Internal democratic process,

rotating leadership, continued education, and some early material success work to build

legitimacy and sustainability.

The number of needs will clearly be quite large. It has become fashionable to

suggest that small loans through group channels for productive purposes is an efficient

way to facilitate group process and advance livelihood. The Grameen Bank experience

and others shows that the combination of group suasion and quality oversight does

produce material gain and timely loan repayments. It is not clear in the African context,

however, that credit is the key missing ingredient. Land, labor, market access, ecological

decay, and patriarchy are often as key. Loans may be crucial in making early tangible

gain, but gains that cannot be protected from husbands or that are wiped out by inflated

prices of consumer goods will not continue to appeal.

It is thus the group process as part of a federation of citizen efforts that holds out

real hope to attack the serious and entrenched problems of rural Africa. A certain

critical mass is necessary to start breaking down patriarchy or clientage, to set up and
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sustain an independent credit and marketing network, to maintain local infrastructure

and build new social services, or to invest the labor necessary for pressing large-scale

ecological renewal. Citizens do these things, not atomized collections of materialists.

The African future will be a social construction by some at the expense of others, or it

will be a social construction by citizens for the good of all, or it will be a balance of the

two. It will be up to social activists and development catalysts to see how healthy that

balance can be if it has to be a balance (as realists would argue).

PARTING THOUGHTS

Two years ago it would not have been as politically plausible to argue that

democratizing politics and economics would be an effective solution to long-term

governing crisis. An industry of cold warriors in Washington, for example, held sway

with the argument that communist dictatorships were incapable of internal reform. In

the past two years citizen activists in many countries have propelled an enormous sea

change in global political culture. There have been exciting albeit sometimes stumbling
+©

steps to open the political process. Less successful has been any effort join political and

economic democracy. Shrill unceasing propaganda from the industrial powers has

insisted that "the collapse of socialism" means "the triumph of free enterprise," a system

which all should emulate.

Thus while there are hopeful wedges in international discourse, the critics of any

but the thinnest political democracy have not gone away. Large forces of reaction in the

industrial world and elsewhere still effectively mystify the theory and practice of

development as the discussion of "development" industry discourse indicated at the onset.

Yet there are many other far more hopeful openings at the local level where people all

over the world are constructing a vision and practice of a decentralized, dramatically

more democratic politics and economics, a post-patriarchal society, and life in harmony

with nature. The practice of that construction is participatory development. Its success

depends on a continued expansion of participation by more and better informed citizens.
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Most of that participation must take place at the local level. How that can be

institutionalized has been sketched. But in the larger society there continues a global

debate which can and does produce a more or less enabling environment for local

initiative. To the extent that the environment is to become more enabling activists and

educators must also extend their efforts beyond development federations and national

level transformation to global responsibilities.

The critiques of participatory development should not be left standing. Space

permits the briefest demurs. It is said people are greedy and will not cooperate. All

people have material needs. Greed is a social construct, a neurosis useful to sell more

products; societies can produce other goals. Cooperation is also a social construct;

people cooperate for families, companies, markets, sports events and all kinds of activity

and would do so in others if recognized to be beneficial. It is said that markets

outperform social planning. In reality no market exists without some planning; the issue

is who is planning how much, how well, and to what ends. It is said that helping the

poor is too expensive; such a calculation falsely accounts the inefficiency and waste of

current systems.

More specific criticisms are raised. It is said that small groups cannot successfully

challenge vested interests - witness many failures. Practice indicates, however, that with

strong foundations, sufficient critical mass, and political skill federations of small groups

can succeed. It is also to be noted that about 9 of 10 capitalist firms fail quickly. Finally

it is argued that participatory praxis is slow, messy, inefficient and too labor intensive.

Such observations are true to a point but must be weighed against the accumulated good

-- the resulting legitimacy of both process and product, the equity and sustainability, all

sadly lacking in capitalist "democracy."

Arguments, papers, reports, books and conferences are important but ultimately

insufficient. Informed citizens must also act in the industrial world to reduce the harm

of world-system institutions and agencies. It is a sad commentary on social movements

in the West that they have never been able to move the critique of the status quo and a

constructive participatory vision from the realm of books to public practice. Accelerating

African rural development suggests that at least some Africans move their vision and
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resources to social change activity in the West. Industrial capitals need far higher quality

and better institutionalized development education centers for public policy advocacy and

education in the media and in legislatures and executive branches. Such centers need

also to collaborate with regional centers working on improving college and secondary

school education and local media. The lessons of success can be powerful educational

tools if people are given opportunity and discover incentives to act. Reaching that stage

is now the challenge for activists and educators the world over.
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NOTES

(1) A superb analysis of the impact of such discourse on the quality of African rural

projects is James Ferguson (1990) The Anti-Politics Machine: "Development,"

depoliticization and bureaucratic power in Lesotho (Cambridge: Cambridge UP).

(2) A useful history of this evolution is Michael Hamnett et al. (1984) Ethics. Politics,

and International Social Science Research (Honolulu: Univ. of Hawaii Press).

(3) The best guides to this vast literature are Guy Gran (1987) An Annotated Guide

to Global Development (Olney, MD: Resources for Development and

Democracy) and his ongoing review columns in World Development. The

important recent study of Mondragon is WF and KK Whyte (1988) Making

Mondragon: The Growth and Dynamics of the Working Cooperative Complex

(Ithaca, NY: ILR Press).

(4) The statistics come from UNDP/World Bank (1989) African Economic and
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study; of these, and in addition to Kenya, Malawi, Ivory Coast, Zimbabwe,

Nigeria, Tanzania, and Ghana have particularly high population growth rates.

(5) See, in particular, Dieter Senghaas (1985) The European Experience

(Warwickshire, UK: Berg Pub. Ltd.), a basic work for any effective macro-

economic planning, discussed in more detail later.

(6) Michael Stahl (1990) Constraints to Environmental Rehabilitation Through

People's Participation in the Northern Ethiopian Highlands. Geneva: UNRISD,

Disc. Paper 13.
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the People's Bank of Nigeria by Newslink Africa is reprinted in the September-

October 1990 issue of Development Forum.

(8) Classic case material appears in R. Bromley and C. Gerry, eds. (1979) Casual

Work and Poverty in Third World Cities (New York: John Wiley).

(9) These comments are drawn from a recent report, Food for the Future:

Correcting Enduring Agricultural Errors for Achieving Food Security by Issa Beye

at the Environment Liaison Center International in Nairobi. A reporter thereon

appeared in the April 1990 African Farmer from the Hunger Project in New

York.

(10) John Illiffe (19871 The African Poor: A History (Cambridge: Cambridge UP).
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(11) Michael Watts (1983) Silent Violence: Food. Famine. & Peasantry in Northern

Nigeria (Berkeley: Univ. of California Press), especially chapters 4-5.

(12) UNDP (1990) Human Development Report 1990 (New York: Oxford UP). See

the tabular appendix, p. 128 ff.

(13) See the field research in Barbara Thomas (1985) Politics. Participation and

Poverty: Development Through Self-Help in Kenya (Boulder, CO: Westview)

and more recent indigenous scholarship.

(14) Her seminal article on peasant-state relationships first appeared in Review of

African Political Economy. 10 (1978). English readers will also find it in Judith

Heyer et al., eds. (1981) Rural Development in Tropical Africa (New York: St.

Martin's).

(15) See Alain de Janvry (1981) The Agrarian Question and Reformism in Latin

America (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins UP), pp. 141-151.
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Ron Cohen, ed. Satisfying Africa's Food Needs (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner).

Consider also D.W. Brokensha and P.D. Little, eds. (1988) Anthropology of

Development and Changes in East Africa (Boulder, CO: Westview).

(17) Quoted in Guy Gran (1983) "From the Official Future to a Participatory Future:

Rethinking Development Policy and Practice in Rural Zambia," Africa Today.

30,4:5-22. The following also draws on Monica Munachonga (1988) "Impact of

the World Bank - Supported Agricultural Development Project on Rural Women

in Zambia," pp. 73-87 in S.K. Commins, ed., Africa's Development Challenges and

the World Bank (Boulder, CO: Lynne Rienner) and Fantu Cheru (1989) The

Silent Revolution in Africa (London: Zed), chapter six.

(18) See Danny Kalyalya et al. (1988) Aid & Development in Southern Africa:

Evaluating a Participatory Learning Process. Trenton, NJ: Africa World Press.

(19) An excellent place to start is the annotated bibliography, Colin Daren (1985)

Tanzania (Oxford: Clio Press).

(20) Louis Putterman (1985) "Extrinsic versus Intrinsic Problems of Agricultural

Cooperation: Anti-incentivism in Tanzania and China," Journal of Development

Studies, 21,2:175-204. See also his (198k) Peasants. Collectives, and Choice

(Greenwich, CT: JAI Press). A superb introduction to the global experience of

social agriculture is IDS Sussex Bulletin. 13,4 (1982).
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(21) T.L. Maliyamkono and M.S.D. Bagachwa (1990) The Second Economy in

Tanzania (London: James Currey).

(22) See Dharam Ghai (19881 Participatory Development: Some Perspectives from

Grass-Roots Experiences." UNRISD Disc. Paper 5 and Md. Anisur Rahman

(1989) "Glimpses of the "Other Africa". ILO, WEP, WEP10/WEP.48.
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at, pp. 5-11.
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Economy of Socialism (Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe), chapter six.
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Hummel (1987, 3rd ed.1 The Bureaucratic Experience (New York: St. Martin's)
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to ^0^0? agencies; see Guy Gran (1983) Development by People (New York:
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Press).
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St. Martin's).
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